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Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a pandemic on 12 Mar 2020, and
employers are still addressing the severe implications on working practices and adjusting their
employment and benefit policies accordingly. Countries have enacted legislation and provided
guidance related to workforce protections, leave and layoff procedures, employment subsidies and
changes to existing enforcement procedures. To help multinational employers continue to address
worksite, economic and associated travel issues, this roundup provides links to some general
information about the COVID-19 outbreak from organizations, government websites, third-party
resource pages and news articles. Content is organized in reverse chronological order — with global
articles first and then alphabetical by country.
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COVID-19 information from
global and EU organizations and
agencies
Global information
•

Information and guidance on coronavirus disease (COVID-19) (World Health Organization)

•

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak (International SOS)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) (World Economic Forum)

•

Tackling coronavirus (COVID-19): Contributing to a global effort (OECD)

•

The race to vaccinate: Understanding the policy changes around COVID-19 vaccines (OECD)

•

Facts and figures about the coronavirus disease outbreak: COVID-19 (Doctors Without Borders)

•

COVID-19 pandemic navigator (Oliver Wyman)

•

Planning a safe return to work with pandemic navigator (Marsh McLennan)

•

Global unions call for universal access to vaccines, healthcare products and medical technologies
(29 Nov 2021)

•

Update on Omicron (WHO, 28 Nov 2021)

•

World ‛dangerously unprepared’ for future pandemics unless leaders tackle inequalities, UNAIDS
warns (Global Issues, 29 Nov 2021)

•

International organizations, vaccine manufacturers take stock of COVID-19 vaccine rollout, share
views for 2022 (WHO, 10 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 pandemic underlines need to strengthen resilience of health systems, says OECD
(OECD, 9 Nov 2021)

•

Why COVID-19 misinformation works (Project Syndicate, 9 Nov 2021)
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•

COVID-19 pandemic and the world of work (ILO, 27 Oct 2021)

•

A clinical case definition of post COVID-19 condition by a Delphi consensus (WHO, 6 Oct 2021)

•

Employment Outlook 2021: A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to build a better world of work (OECD,
July 2021)

•

COVID-19 pandemic highlights urgent need to scale up investment in lifelong learning for all, says
OECD (OECD, 15 Jun 2021)

•

Improving health care key to COVID-19 pandemic recovery (OECD, 8 Jun 2021)

•

UK prime minister calls on G7 leaders to vaccinate the world by end of next year (G7 UK 2021, 6
Jun 2021)

•

Tackling the mental health impact of the COVID-19 crisis: An integrated, whole-of-society
response (OECD, 12 May 2021)

European information
•

European Commission coronavirus response (Europa)

•

COVID-19 (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control)

•

Our response to the coronavirus pandemic (European Central Bank)

•

COVID-19: Travel and Transport (Council of the European Union)

•

Re-open EU (European Union)

•

Questions and answers: COVID-19 vaccination in the EU (European Commission)

•

Commission proposes an updated framework for travel from outside the EU, prioritizing vaccinated
travelers with strong safeguards (European Commission, 25 Nov 2021)

•

State aid: Commission sets out future of Temporary Framework to support economic recovery in
context of coronavirus outbreak (European Commission, 18 Nov 2021)

•

Domestic use of EU digital COVID certificates (European Parliamentary Research Services, 28
Oct 2021)

•

Proposed extension of the state aid temporary framework (European Commission, 30 Sep 2021)

•

Why the world needs to rethink primary healthcare after the pandemic (World Economic Forum, 19
Jul 2021)
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•

COVID-19 digital certificate (KPMG, 28 Jun 2021)

•

Council approves conclusions on the impact of the pandemic on internal security and terrorist
threat (7 Jun 2021)
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COVID-19 information from
specific countries
Australia
•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) health alert (Government)

•

COVID-19 and travel (Government — Smarttraveller)

Belgium
•

Coronavirus COVID-19 (Government)

Brazil
•

Coronavirus COVID-19 (Portuguese) (Government)

Cambodia
•

COVID-19 new coronavirus in Cambodia (Khmer) (Ministry of Health)

Canada
•

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19): Outbreak update (Government)

China
•

Coronavirus information (Chinese) (National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of
China)

France
•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) (French) (Ministry of Health)

Germany
•

Daily updated information about the coronavirus (German) (Ministry of Health)
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India
•

Frequently asked questions (Ministry of Health and Family Welfare)

•

India recommends homegrown COVID-19 vaccine for kids aged two and above (Reuters, 12 Oct
2021)

Ireland
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) (Government)

•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) information and resources (Health and Safety Authority)

Italy
•

Novel coronavirus (Italian) (Ministry of Health)

Japan
•

About coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) (Ministry of Health Labor and Welfare)

Malaysia
•

COVID-19 information (Malay) (Ministry of Health)

Mexico
•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) (Spanish) (Government)

Netherlands
•

Information about coronavirus (English) (Dutch) (Government)

New Zealand
•

COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) (Ministry of Health)

•

Independent group to oversee continual improvement in COVID-19 responses (Government, 9
Mar 2021)

Philippines
•

Updates on novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) (Department of Health)
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Poland
•

Coronavirus: Information and recommendations (Polish) (Ministry of Health)

Singapore
•

Updates on COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019) local situation (Ministry of Health)

South Africa
•

COVID-19 coronavirus South African resource portal (Health Department)

Spain
•

Novel coronavirus disease, COVID-19 (Spanish) (Ministry of Health)

Taiwan
•

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) (Ministry of Health and Welfare)

United Arab Emirates
•

Latest information on coronavirus (COVID-19) (Department of Health)

United Kingdom
•

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Guidance (Public Health England)

•

COVID-19: Epidemiology, virology and clinical features (Public Health England)

United States
•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) (Government website)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) information and updates (US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention)

•

Coronavirus disease information for travel (US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)

•

Coronaviruses (US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases)

•

COVID-19 (2019 novel coronavirus) resource center for physicians (American Medical
Association)

•

COVID-19 resource center (University of Minnesota Center for Infectious Disease Research and
Policy)
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•

Staying safe and helping others during COVID-19 (American Red Cross)

Vietnam
•

COVID-19 information (Vietnamese) (Ministry of Health)
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Employer-focused COVID-19
resources, articles and
information
Global or multi-country
•

Stay informed on coronavirus (Mercer)

•

Pandemic preparedness and response (Marsh McLennan)

•

Responding to coronavirus (Oliver Wyman)

•

Global COVID-19 surveys (Mercer Talent All Access)

•

COVID-19 and the world of work (International Labour Organization)

•

COVID-19: Data protection interactive map: Coronavirus in Europe (Hogan Lovells)

•

Coronavirus — Guidance for international employers (Ius Laboris)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Addressing today’s crisis, tomorrow’s legal challenges (Morgan Lewis)

•

COVID-19 and the new leadership agenda (Boston Consulting Group)

•

CMS expert guide to government support for employers and workers (CMS)

•

COVID-19: Reaction, resilience, recovery, new reality (KPMG)

•

Flash Alerts — COVID-19 (KPMG)

•

Financial reporting impacts of coronavirus (KPMG)

•

COVID-19 (Deloitte)

•

Coronavirus legal updates (Eversheds Sutherland)

•

Beyond COVID-19 resource center (Seyfarth Shaw)
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•

Beyond COVID-19: A roadmap to stability: Resilience, recovery & renewal (Baker McKenzie)

•

Catalyst: Recover … rebuild … reform (Herbert Smith Freehills)

•

COVID-19 (Jackson Lewis)

•

A coordinated global response: COVID-19 resources (Mayer Brown)

•

Coronavirus resource center (DLA Piper)

•

COVID-19 resource center (Paul Hastings)

•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

European Union: COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Middle East: Coronavirus Insight Centre (BSA Law)

•

Coronavirus Info Center (Schönherr)

•

COVID-19: Guidance for international employers (White & Case)

•

COVID-19 resource centre — Asia (Rajah & Tann)

•

European Union: COVID-19 measures (European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority)

•

European Union: COVID social impact, monitoring social and employment consequences of the
COVID-19 in the EU-27 (European Trade Union Institute)

•

European Monitoring Centre on Change — Factsheets (database on large scale corporate
restructuring (Eurofound)

•

COVID-19 government measures guide (Thompson Hine)

•

European Union: Trade unions and coronavirus (European Trade Union Confederation)

•

European Union: COVID-19: Resources for the workplace (European Agency for Safety and
Health at Work)

•

Managing employee costs across multiple jurisdictions (Shearman & Sterling)

•

‘Back to Work Guide' for International Employers (Ius Laboris)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) employment law updates and guidance (Bird & Bird)

•

Expert guide to vaccination and testing for employers (CMS)
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•

The global workplace (Squire Patton Boggs, December 2021)

•

Beyond COVID-19: Global employment and compensation (Baker McKenzie, December 2021)

•

COVID-19 on mental health of employed parents (McKinsey, 17 Dec 2021)

•

‛One step forward, 3 steps back’: Gender equality and COVID-19 (World Economic Forum, 9 Dec
2021)

•

Pensions protected during COVID-19 pandemic but ageing challenges persist, says OECD
(OECD, 8 Dec 2021)

•

COVID: Anglo American to introduce mandatory vaccinations (BBC, 2 Dec 2021)

•

The new workplace — vaccination & testing (Ius Laboris, 23 Nov 2021)

•

Europe toughens rules for unvaccinated as Fourth COVID wave swells (New York Times, 15 Nov
2021)

•

Littler survey: Most European employers reopening offices, but disconnect emerges with
employees on hybrid work models (Littler, 10 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19: European Council removes Singapore and Ukraine from the list of countries for which
travel restrictions should be lifted (European Council, 9 Nov 2021)

•

The COVID-19 vaccine and its effects on employment relationships: The landscape in Latin
America (Garrigues, 28 Oct 2021)

•

CMS expert guide to vaccination and testing for employers (CMS, 29 Oct 2021)

•

Workforce thrive checklist (Deloitte, October 2021)

•

What does globalization look like in a post-pandemic world? (BRINK, 12 Oct 2021)

•

Global COVID-19 vaccine guide for employers (DLA Piper, 5 Oct 2021)

•

New report shows employment and unemployment rates nearly back at pre-crisis levels (European
Commission, 1 Oct 2021)

•

European Union — Update, COVID-19 certificates from non-EU countries (KPMG, 23 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination: A Littler guide on legal & practical implications in the workplace (Littler, 23
Sep 2021)

•

COVID vaccine guidance, HR data essentials (Bird & Bird, 21 Sep 2021)
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•

Europe: Worklife 2.0: Workplace COVID-19 testing and vaccination protocols — yet another
update (Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, 16 Sep 2021)

•

European Union — Extension of COVID-19 measures for social security (KPMG, 15 Sep 2021)

•

The COVID-19 youth employment crisis in Asia & the Pacific (Global Issues, 15 Sep 2021)

•

Disruption and renewal in a post-COVID world (Mercer, 2021)

•

Navigating coronavirus (Mercer, 2021)

•

Vaccines for COVID-19 are here. What can employers do now? (Mercer, 2021)

•

Staying on course: Positioning your portfolio post COVID (Mercer, 2021)

•

Turning health risk into value: Are you supporting mental health? (Mercer Marsh Benefits, 2021)

•

ASEAN economies are starting to falter because of COVID (Mercer, 22 Aug 2021)

•

Trade union responses to the COVID pandemic (Ius Laboris, 17 Aug 2021)

•

Pandemics: A history of discrimination (HealthMatch, 6 Aug 2021)

•

World of work post-COVID-19: Make your company fit (Baker McKenzie, July 2021)

•

Guidance for international employers (White & Case, 30 Jul 2021)

•

EMEA: COVID-19 follow-up vaccination guide — Vaccination incentive (Littler, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Vaccine inequality threatens global economic recovery, IMF warns (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Drawing further apart: Widening gaps in the global recovery (IMF Blog, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Fewer women than men will regain employment during the COVID-19 recovery says ILO (ILO, 19
Jul 2021)

•

Processing of vaccination data by employers in Europe (Covington, 19 Jul 2021)

•

Council gives green light to first recovery disbursements (European Council, 13 Jul 2021)

•

How employers can reduce the social anxiety of returning to work (BRINK, 12 Jul 2021)

•

OECD employment outlook 2021: Navigating the COVID-19 crisis and recovery (OECD, 7 Jul
2021)
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•

EU: Pandemic ‛pressure cooker’ has accelerated changes at work (Euractiv, 25 Jun 2021)

•

109th International Labour Conference: Global agreement reached at ILO Conference on action
for COVID-19 recovery (ILO, 17 Jun 2021)

•

OECD skills outlook 2021: Learning for life (OECD, 15 Jun 2021)

•

EU clears way for the EU digital COVID certificate (European Parliament/European Commission,
14 Jun 2021)

•

General conclusions on the socio-economic impact of COVID-19 on gender equality (Council of
the EU, 14 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19 and returning to work: What should employers consider? (Stephenson Harwood, 7 Jun
2021)

•

Gender equality, sustainability and social justice: A roadmap for recovery (World Economic Forum,
31 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations and your workforce conducting a global risk assessment (Dentons, 26 May
2021)

•

EU COVID-19 certificate: A tool to help restore the free movement of people across the EU
(European Parliament, 20 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccine passport programs: Privacy and security considerations (Jackson Lewis, 11
May 2021)

•

EMEA: Mandatory vaccinations in the workplace — What employers should consider (recording)
(Baker McKenzie, 12 May 2021)

•

Restructuring in the time of coronavirus: Dos and don’ts for international employers (Ius Laboris, 6
May 2021)

•

Labour market disruption & COVID-19 support measures contribute to widespread falls in taxes on
wages in 2020 (OECD, 29 Apr 2021)

•

Scaling up policies that connect people with jobs in the recovery from COVID-19 (OECD, 29 Apr
2021)

•

European Union: Mandatory vaccinations in the workplace (Ronan Daly Jermyn, 28 Apr 2021)

•

How behavioral analytics can help decide when to go back to the office (BRINK, 27 Apr 2021)

•

The European Data Protection Board and the European Data Protection Supervisor
recommendations for digital green certificate (McCann Fitzgerald, 23 Apr 2021)
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•

Latin America: Vaccinating the workforce (Baker McKenzie, 22 Apr 2021)

•

Leading through the big transition to the new reality (BCG, 19 Apr 2021)

•

How employers can reduce the social anxiety of returning to work (BRINK, 18 Apr 2021)

•

Fewer jobs have been lost in the EU than in the US during the COVID-19 downturn (Pew
Research, 15 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19: European Council approves additional funding from the EU budget (European Council
of the EU, 9 Apr 2021)

•

Vaccine passports must be proportionate, legal, EU privacy watchdogs say (Reuters, 6 Apr 2021)

•

EU data protection authorities adopt joint opinion on the digital green certificate proposals
(European Data Protection Supervisor, 6 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations and considerations for European employers (Jones Day, March 2021)

•

The productivity puzzle of working remotely (Brink, 31 Mar 2021)

•

Workplace mental well-being: What the world can learn from Latin America (Brink, 24 Mar 2021)

•

European recovery sidelines the young generation (Euractiv, 23 Mar 2021)

•

Will the implementation of COVID-19 vaccine passports reestablish global employee mobility?
(Crowell Moring, 19 Mar 2021)

•

Achieving gender equality for women’s re-entry to the labour force post COVID-19 (Global Issues,
18 Mar 2021)

•

The post-pandemic labor market’s long-term scars (Project Syndicate, 17 Mar 2021)

•

EU study finds COVID-19 has already wiped out 6 million jobs (Reuters, 11 Mar 2021)

•

The race to stop Europe’s young and jobless from becoming a ‛lost generation’ (Euronews, 10 Mar
2021)

•

WorkLife 2.0: Workplace COVID testing and vaccination protocols in Europe (Freshfields
Bruckhaus Deringer, 8 Mar 2021)

•

‛Shecession’: What COVID-19 has meant for women and work (World Economic Forum, 8 Mar
2021)

•

COVID-19 pandemic is a major challenge for gender equality (European Commission, 5 Mar 2021)
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•

This chart shows how COVID-19 has impacted wages around the world (World Economic Forum,
22 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19: Council adopts conclusions on human rights-based recovery (European Council of the
European Union, 22 Feb 2021)

•

Why place gender parity at the heart of business recovery? (Brink, 15 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination around the world: What employers can and can’t require (Mayer Brown, 9
Feb 2021)

•

What to do about ‛Global COVID nomads’ and other wandering workers who telecommute from
abroad for personal reasons (Littler, 8 Feb 2021)

•

Remote work: COVID-19 prompts new legislation in Latin America (Garrigues, 1 Feb 2021)

•

Global strategies for COVID-19 vaccinations in the workplace: 7 FAQs for multinational employers
(Ogletree Deakins, 27 Jan 2021)

•

Work-from-home doesn’t mean you can work from anywhere (Vancouver Sun, 20 Jan 2021)

•

COVID-19 data protection guidance (Bird & Bird, 8 Jan 2021)

Africa
•

COVID-19: Can employers in Africa mandate vaccinations? (Al Tamimi, March 2021)

Angola
•

Impact on the operation of industries and trade in general (Vieira de Almeida, 8 Jun 2020)

Argentina
•

Reduced social security contributions for new hires for 12-month period (Spanish) (Government,
29 Sep 2021)

•

Government decides to cautiously open borders (KPMG, 3 Nov 2021)

•

Government extends some COVID-19 measures, loosens others (KPMG, 10 Aug 2021)

•

General Resolution 5008/2021 of 14 June 2021, applies retroactively from 1 Jan 2021 and
increases minimum taxable income, requiring employers to return certain withheld taxes (Spanish)
(Official Journal, 14 Jun 2021)

•

Resolution 30/2021 on COVID-19 workplace notifications (Spanish) (Official Journal, 22 May 2021)
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•

Employers entitled to require the return to face-to-face work for vaccinated employees (Baker
McKenzie, 12 May 2021)

•

Decree No. 323/2021 extending to 31 Dec 2021 reduction of employers’ contribution under the
integrated social security system (SIPA) (Spanish) (Official journal, 8 May 2021)

•

Global solutions, flash briefing: Argentina permits employers to require vaccinated employees to
return to the workplace (Ogletree Deakins, 6 May 2021)

•

Extension of the prohibition of terminations and suspensions (Baker McKenzie, 26 Apr 2021)

•

Extended 95% reduction in employer contributions to the Integrated Social Security System (SIPA)
for qualifying employers in the healthcare (services) sector (Spanish) (Official Journal, 18 Apr
2021)

•

Argentina increases employee contribution to occupational disease fund (Spanish) (Official
Journal, 9 Mar 2021)

Australia
•

COVID-19 (Taxation Office)

•

Economic response to the coronavirus (Treasury)

•

COVID-19 information for workplaces (Safe Work Australia)

•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

COVID-19: Recommendations and considerations insight (McCullough & Robertson)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations and federal discrimination law (Australian Human Rights Commission)

•

COVID-19 vaccination incentives and rewards — your tax and super obligations (Taxation Office)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination directions for Queensland (Clayton Utz, 23 Dec 2021)

•

Employer obligations when hiring overseas workers amid the reopening of Australia’s international
borders (Gadens, 15 Dec 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccine policy requirements: FWCFB provides vital guidance for employers (Piper
Alderman, 6 Dec 2021)

•

Arbitrator upholds COVID-19 vaccine policy requiring testing for unvaccinated employees
(CCPartners, 18 Nov 2021)
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•

How should employers respond to employees who refuse to wear a mask? (Holding Redlich, 17
Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19: Insight for employers — rapid antigen tests and collection of vaccination information
(Gadens, 11 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccines and the workplace: Education and care industry (Holman Webb, 11 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccines and the workplace: Aged care industry (Holman Webb, 11 Nov 2021)

•

No jab, no job: Mandating workplace COVID-19 vaccinations in the current legal landscape
(Hopgood Ganim, 9 Nov 2021)

•

How to safely manage COVID-19 in the workplace (Holding Redlich, 8 Nov 2021)

•

Federal court will not restrain employer from terminating employment of unvaccinated employees
(Clyde & Co., 5 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination policies: New record of employment guideline for employers (BLG, 4 Nov
2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination in Victoria (Gadens, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Confused about privacy and vaccination information? Regulators come together for national
guidance (Moores, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination, health disclosures and privacy act implications (HHG, 27 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19: Deductions for working from home extended (Wolters Kluwer, 22 Oct 2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy for Western Australia (Clayton Utz, 21 Oct 2021)

•

NSW RoadMap to reopening — Work requirements in phase 2 (80% vaccination rate) (Gadens, 18
Oct 2021)

•

Employer’s mandatory vaccination policy found ‛not lawful and reasonable’ (Chamber and
Partners, 14 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 New South Wales Roadmap to reopening — Work requirements in phase 1 (70%
vaccination rate) (Gadens, 12 Oct 2021)

•

Victoria — New broad-reaching direction for workers to get vaccinated (Herbert Smith Freehills, 11
Oct 2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations in the workplace: The new norm? (Corrs Chambers Westgarth,
6 Oct 2021)
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•

Victorian State government expands vaccination requirements: All authorized workers must be
vaccinated against COVID-19 (Russell Kennedy Lawyers, 5 Oct 2021)

•

Refusing vaccination — a valid reason for dismissal (DLA Piper, 5 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 support: Tax quick guide (Australian Taxation Office, 1 Oct 2021)

•

Additional support during COVID-19 (Australian Taxation Office, 17 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 is a workplace injury, says New South Wales Personal Injury Commission (Clayton Utz,
16 Sep 2021)

•

Post-pandemic reforms should strive for a return to strong, well-distributed growth (OECD, 15 Sep
2021)

•

Employers indemnified under new no-fault COVID-19 vaccine claims scheme (Addisons, 6 Sep
2021)

•

Updated guidance on prolonged employee displacement and business travel (KPMG, 3 Sep 2021)

•

Australian Human Rights Commission releases guidance on COVID-19 vaccinations and
discrimination law (Wolters Kluwer, 2 Sep 2021)

•

Don’t mask don’t tell: What if an employee reuses to wear a mask? (Holding Redlich, 1 Sep 2021)

•

To vax or not to vax? That is the (legal) question (Morgan + English, 27 Aug 2021)

•

The case for mandatory workplace vaccinations in Australia (Ius Laboris, 27 Aug 2021)

•

Avoiding delta in the workplace with Professor Catherine Bennett (webinar) (Holman Webb, 27
Aug 2021)

•

COVID-19: Paid parental leave amendment bill introduced (CCH Pinpoint, 25 Aug 2021)

•

Can Australians businesses make the COVID vaccine mandatory? (Watkins Tapsell, 25 Aug 2021)

•

Working from home with kids: What options do employers have with working parents? (Holman
Webb, 25 Aug 2021)

•

Employers face tough decisions on Covid compo (The Australian, 21 Aug 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination in the workplace (Governance Institute of Australia, 19 Aug 2021)

•

Can you direct your employees to get vaccinated? (Pointon Partners, 18 Aug 2021)
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•

Federal government and Fair Work Ombudsman place the vaccination burden onto business
(Sydney Criminal Lawyers, 13 Aug 2021)

•

First legal test case for employee-mandated COVID-19 vaccinations (Hall & Wilcox, 9 Aug 2021)

•

Can an employer force an employee to obtain a COVID-19 vaccination (Sydney Criminal Lawyers,
7 Aug 2021)

•

Employers and self-employed: Keep notifying WorkSafe about workers with COVID (Victoria)
(Wolters Kluwer, 29 Jul 2021)

•

Australians divided over business incentives to be vaccinated against COVID-19 (Human
Resources Director, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Australian workers reluctant to give up casual clothing after working from home (Human
Resources Director, 23 Jul 2021)

•

Common employment issues following increased New South Wales (NSW) restrictions
(MinterEllison, 19 Jul 2021)

•

Mandatory workplace vaccination: Reflections on recent developments (Swaab, 12 Jul 2021)

•

Update on the government’s stance on mandatory vaccinations and disclosure of vaccination
status (Russell Kennedy, 24 Jun 2021)

•

Calling time on old-fashioned presenteeism: Making your flexible working strategy work for you
(Moores, 17 Jun 2021)

•

Victoria government QR code service now compulsory or all workplaces and businesses (K&L
Gates, 11 Jun 2021)

•

The vexing issue of COVID vaccinations: Employers’ rights and obligations (Mills Oakley, June
2021)

•

Working out your residency (Australian Taxation Office, 28 May 2021)

•

Mandatory workplace vaccination: The current state of play (Swaab, 18 May 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccinations — A ‛Goodstart’ for employer guidance (McCullough, 4 May 2021)

•

HR hot tip — Can a business direct staff to return to work? (Rigby Cooke Lawyers, 16 Apr 2021)

•

What is your ‛vaccination status’? Privacy obligations for employers collecting their employees’
vaccination information (Holding Redlich, 12 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 and the implications on fringe benefits tax (Moore Australia, 8 Apr 2021)
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•

COVID-19 temperature checking system upheld (Gilchrist Connell, March 2021)

•

Love in the time of COVID-19 — A baby boom (?) and taking parental leave (Carroll & O’Dea, 19
Mar 2021)

•

Workers compensation entitlements in a COVID-19 and post-COVID-19 world (Minter Ellison, 17
Mar 2021)

•

Latest government guidance reaffirms voluntary COVID-19 vaccination policy (Clayton Utz, 23 Feb
2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations and the workplace — federal government releases new guidance for
employers (Cooper Grace Ward, 22 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccine — No jab no job? (Moores, 18 Feb 2021)

•

Employee’s vaccine refusal may set important precedent for coronavirus vaccinations (Clifford
Gouldson, 2 Feb 2021)

•

A guide to keeping up mental well-being while working from home (MDC legal, 2 Feb 2021)

•

Can you be sacked if you refuse a COVID-19 vaccine? (Podcast) (ABC, 2 Feb 2021)

•

Transitioning employees back to the physical workplace — key considerations (Gadens, 21 Jan
2021)

Austria
•

Mandatory vaccination suffers setback in Austria (Euractiv, 10 Jan 2022)

•

Austria institutes lockdown for unvaccinated residents (New York Times, 15 Nov 2021)

•

New COVID-19 workplace access rules in Austria (Ius Laboris, 29 Oct 2021)

•

‛3-G’ rule to apply in Austrian workplaces from 1 Nov 2021 (Baker McKenzie, 26 Oct 2021)

•

Austria and Germany extend agreement on taxation of cross-border workers during COVID-19
pandemic until 31 December 2021 (German) (Government, 7 Oct 2021)

•

Paid leave for pregnant women during the pandemic extended in Austria (IUS Laboris, 29 Jun
2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination in an employment context (Fellner Wrazfeld & Partner, 1 Jun 2021)

•

Status quo — Which regulations apply to employment regulations due to the reopening following
19 May 2021? (Baker McKenzie, 21 May 2021)
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•

COVID-19 update: Labour law (Fellner Wratzfeld Partner, 25 Jan 2021)

Belgium
•

New COVID-19 measures at work (Seeds of Law, 17 Dec 2021)

•

Update COVID-19 and cross-border employment: Agreements with France and Luxembourg:
extended until 31 Mar 2022 (PwC, 10 Dec 2021)

•

Mandatory teleworking as of this Monday, with a possibility of a limited return to work (CMS, 23
Nov 2021)

•

Telework mandatory again (Lydian, 18 Nov 2021)

•

Can an employer require his employees to show a COVID safe ticket? (Lydian, 15 Oct 2021)

•

Will employers in Flanders soon be able to organize COVID-19 vaccinations in the workplace?
(Altius, 27 Sep 2021)

•

The consumption premium in Belgium: Modification as of 1 Aug 2021 (DLA Piper, 15 Sep 2021)

•

The new ‛corona’ premium for employees: An interesting social and tax incentive (CMS, 12 Aug
2021)

•

Returning to the workplace — Part 3: Off to town for a home office (Squire Patton Boggs, 19 Jul
2021)

•

Returning to the workplace, Part 2 — When working from home comes at a price (Squire Patton
Boggs, 12 Jul 2021)

•

Home working expense allowance — update (PWC, 7 Jul 2021)

•

Returning to the workplace, Part 1 — Attention to detail (Squire Patton Boggs, 6 Jul 2021)

•

Council of Ministers: COVID-19: Corona premium in companies (PWC, 24 Jun 2021)

•

Extension of taxation of cross-border workers, Luxembourg and Belgium (French) (Luxembourg
government, 11 Jun 2021)

•

The end of mandatory telework? (Altius, 8 Jun 2021)

•

Are employees allowed to return to the office? Yes, but under certain conditions (CMS, 8 Jun
2021)

•

Employers can now buy COVID self-tests for their personnel (CMS, 26 May 2021)
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•

Can employers grant employees a one-off results-based bonus to incentivize them to get the
COVID-19 vaccine? (DLA Piper, 26 May 2021)

•

The ‛how’ and ‛when’ of the corona premium (PwC, 12 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 — Exit strategy: What do you need to know as an employer? (Lydian, 12 May 2021)

•

What can(‘t) companies do with the EU vaccine certificates (Altius, 19 Apr 2021)

•

Do’s and don’ts for employers regarding COVID-19 vaccination (Altius, 12 Apr 2021)

•

Paid leave for employees who get vaccinated against COVID-19 (Lydian, 26 Mar 2021)

•

Overtime tax exemption due to COVID-19 (French) (Ministry of Finance, 26 Feb 2021)

•

Paid time off takes pain out of employee vaccinations (Squire Patton Boggs, 9 Feb 2021)

•

New national labour council CLA sets framework for COVID-telework (Altius, 1 Feb 2021)

•

Can an employer oblige his employees to get vaccinated against COVID-19 or demand a
vaccination certificate as a condition to work? (Lydian, 28 Jan 2021)

•

Enhanced role for the occupational doctor in combatting COVID-19: Contact tracing, quarantine
certificates and testing (Altius, 25 Jan 2021)

Bermuda
•

Suspension of social insurance contributions (Government)

•

Bermuda employers turning to SafeKey to unlock return to new ‘normal’ (Carey Olsen, 17 Sep
2021)

•

Extra pension scheme withdrawals approved by the MPs (The Royal Gazette, 22 Jun 2021)

•

Can Bermuda employers make the COVID-19 vaccination mandatory? (Carey Olsen, 19 Jan
2021)

Brazil
•

COVID-19: Travel restrictions introduced for Southern African nations (KPMG, 3 Dec 2021)

•

Supreme Court suspends the vaccine certificate ban on employers for now (CMS, 17 Nov 2021)

•

Employers cannot require proof of vaccination, based on a new Order from the Ministry of Labor
and Social Security (DLA Piper, 4 Nov 2021)
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•

New Brazilian ordinance restricts employers’ use of vaccination mandates (Littler, 2 Nov 2021)

•

House of Representatives approves bill which provides the return to on-site work for pregnant
employees after immunization (Baker McKenzie, 18 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19: Immigration deadlines extended until March 2022 (KPMG, 30 Aug 2021)

•

Bill of law regulates telecommuting, remote work and other forms of non-presidential work for
pregnant employees (Baker McKenzie, 24 Sep 2021)

•

Provisional Measure n,1.045/21 aims to establish new employment programs for the unemployed
(DLA Piper, 20 Aug 2021)

•

New Brazilian emergency program for maintenance of jobs and income (Baker McKenzie, 7 Jun
2021)

•

Pregnant women to work from home until the health emergency is over (DLA Piper, 25 May 2021)

•

COVID-19: Q&A on new labour measures to combat public health emergency (registration
required) (ILO, 26 May 2021)

•

New employment measures to support businesses and employees during the current COVID-19
pandemic (DLA Piper, 7 May 2021)

Brunei
•

COVID-19 relief package, including deferrals for employee trust fund and supplementary pension
contributions (Government, 12 Aug 2021)

Bulgaria
•

The COVID-19 workplace: Labour inspections at employees’ homes? (New Balkans Law Office)

•

Bulgaria rolls out mass vaccination programme (Euractiv, 22 Feb 2021) Cambodia

•

Employee vaccine mandates and vaccination status data privacy in Cambodia (Tilleke & Gibbins,
9 Sep 2021)

Canada
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

COVID-19 Recovery hub: Resuming and reshaping your business (McCarthy Tétrault)

•

COVID-19 measures — FAQs for federally regulated private pension plans (Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions)
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•

Reopening Ontario in stages (Government of Ontario)

•

British Columbia reintroduces COVID-19 safety plans as Omicron rages on (DLA Piper, 7 Jan
2022)

•

Ontario, Canada temporarily reverts to Step Two of Roadmap to Reopen with Modifications (Littler,
4 Jan 2022)

•

Policy on COVID-19 vaccination for federal workforce reaches full implementation date (Fasken,
17 Dec 2021)

•

Alberta: COVID-19 and family status accommodation (McLennan Ross, 3 Jan 2022)

•

Alberta human rights tribunal rejects religious mask exemption (MLT Aikins, 23 Dec 2021)

•

Manitoba announces new support for businesses affected by COVID-19 (MLT Aikins, 22 Dec
2021)

•

Government temporarily expands access to lockdown program and worker lockdown benefit
(Government, 22 Dec 2021)

•

Increases to statutory sick days for both BC and federal workers (Alexander Holburn, 22 Dec
2021)

•

New Ontario COVID-19 rules: What employers need to know (Fasken, 20 Dec 2021)

•

Government of Canada advises Canadians — regardless of vaccination status — to avoid nonessential international travel (Littler, 16 Dec 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination for federally regulated workplaces coming early 2022 (McMillan, 16 Dec
2021)

•

COVID-19 infectious disease emergency leave (IDEL) extended in Ontario until 30 July 2022 (DLA
Piper, 15 Dec 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada extends COVID-19 paid sick days to 31 Jul 2022 and deemed IDEL to 30 Jul
2022 (Littler, 13 Dec 2021)

•

Alberta Human Rights Commission decision provides guidance to employers on assessing
disability and religious based exemption requests and takeaways for employer COVID-19 policies
(McCarthy Tétrault, 4 Dec 2021)

•

Enhanced border measures for new COVID-19 variant (KPMG, 3 Dec 2021)

•

COVID booster urged for people 18 and over in Canada (Medical Xpress, 3 Dec 2021)
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•

Canadian union challenges to mandatory proof of COVID-19 vaccination policies (OSHA
Chronicle, 1 Dec 2021)

•

Vaccine mandates in the workplace: What BC employers need to know (BLG, 30 Nov 2021)

•

Federal government introduces legislation for next phase of pandemic recovery subsidies
(Thorsteinssons, 29 Nov 2021)

•

You can’t get there from here: Vaccination mandates in the transportation sector (McMillan, 29
Nov 2021)

•

Canadian government announces amendment to travel requirements (Littler, 22 Nov 2021)

•

Class actions related to COVID-19 in Canada: The risk continues (McCarthy Tétrault, 19 Nov
2021)

•

Ontario arbitrator deems employer’s mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy unreasonable (Littler,
16 Nov 2021)

•

When are COVID-19 vaccination policies enforceable in unionized workplaces? A review of recent
arbitration awards (Miller Thomson, 16 Nov 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada pauses lifting of capacity limits in remaining higher-risk settings (Littler, 11 Nov
2021)

•

Employer’s mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy deemed reasonable (Fasken, 11 Nov 2021)

•

New federal guidelines — records of employment (MT& Co., 10 Nov 2021)

•

Ontario court ends injunction staying termination of unvaccinated employees under mandatory
COVID-19 vaccination policy on jurisdictional grounds (Littler, 10 Nov 2021)

•

Business interruption losses: Who is to pay during the pandemic? (McMillan, 8 Nov 2021)

•

When can employers provide an exemption to COVID-19 vaccination policy requirements? (Blaney
McMurtry, 8 Nov 2021)

•

No vaccination exemptions for personal or political beliefs says Alberta Human Rights Commission
(MLT Aikens, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Québec: Bar and restaurant capacity restrictions eliminated as of 1 November; workplace return
sanctioned as of 15 November (Stikeman Elliot, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccine requirements for outbound travel from Canada (KPMG, 3 Nov 2021)

•

Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) (Government, 1 Nov 2021)
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•

Federal government announces new tourism and hospitality recovery program, hardest-hit
business recovery program, and other changes to COVID-19 recovery measures (McCarthy
Tétrault, 29 Oct 2021)

•

Refusal to vaccinate could lead to denial of EI benefits, Government of Canada advises (Fasken,
28 Oct 2021)

•

Federal government announces further support measures for employers and workers (Miller
Thomson, 28 Oct 2021)

•

New guidance: ROE codes to use for employees who do not comply with COVID-19 vaccination
policies (Stikeman Elliott, 26 Oct 2021)

•

Canada’s COVID-19 vaccine passport (MLT Aikens, 25 Oct 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada announces phased plan to lift remaining public health and workplace safety
measures by March 2022 (Littler, 25 Oct 2021)

•

Cross-Canada support programs for employers and employees (Miller Thomson, 23 Oct 2021)

•

Federal COVID-19 benefits: Update on what’s new, extended and expiring (MLT Aikins, 22 Oct
2021)

•

Updated guidance on how employers should fill out records of employment during COVID-19
pandemic (Littler, 22 Oct 2021)

•

Manitoba state of emergency lifted: Considerations for employers (MLT Aikins, 21 Oct 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada makes available enhanced digital vaccine certificate with QR code and verify
Ontario App (Littler, 21 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination policies and records of employment: New guidance from Service Canada
(McCarthy Tétrault, 20 Oct 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada removes capacity limits and physical distancing in certain settings (Littler, 13 Oct
2021)

•

Weighing the risks of COVID-19 vaccination policies in the workplace (MLT Aikens, 12 Oct 2021)

•

BC Supreme Court weighs in on the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on employment agreements
(Clark Wilson, 8 Oct 2021)

•

Government of Ontario providing financial relief to help employers cope with impacts of COVID-19
(Miller Thomson, 7 Oct 2021)
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•

Government of Canada mandates COVID-19 vaccination for federally regulated transportation
employees and travellers (McCarthy Tétrault, 6 Oct 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination policies in the workplace: Considerations for employers (Miller Thomson, 4
Oct 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada adds outdoor areas of select business premises to list of those requiring patrons’
proof of vaccination and eases capacity limits (Littler, 28 Sep 2021)

•

Guidance from Alberta’s medical authorities on vaccination exemptions (MLT Aikens, 27 Sep
2021)

•

Episode 10: Mandatory vaccinations — legal implications (Miller Thomson, 24 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada Human Rights Commission releases policy that provides guidance on proof of
vaccination policies (Littler, 24 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario Human Rights Commission provides guidance for businesses navigating COVID-19
vaccination policies (Miller Thomson, 24 Sep 2021)

•

So you think you’re exempt? Discussing Ontario’s medical and religious exemptions from COVID19 vaccination (CC Partners, 23 Sep 2021)

•

Shift towards mandatory vaccine policies in Canada (Norton Rose Fulbright, 23 Sep 2021)

•

Ministry of Health offers guidance for Ontario’s proof of vaccination requirements (McCarthy
Tétrault, 23 Sep 2021)

•

City of Calgary passes COVID-19 vaccine bylaw (McCarthy Tétrault, 23 Sep 2011)

•

British Columbia government provides additional details on vaccine verification for businesses
(Lawson Lundell, 23 Sep 2021)

•

An update on vaccination mandates — The Ontario Human Rights Commission weighs in
(McCarthy Tétrault, 22 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario government extends temporary layoff provisions and paid Infectious Disease Emergency
Leave (Miller Thomson, 21 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario Human Rights Commission releases policy statement on COVID-19 vaccine mandates
and proof of vaccination (Hicks Morley, 21 Sep 2021)

•

2021 back to school: What this school year means for Ontario employers (Norton Rose Fulbright,
20 Sep 2021)
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•

COVID-19 infectious disease emergency leave extended until 1 Jan 2022 (DLA Piper, 20 Sep
2021)

•

Infectious disease emergency leave extended to 1 Jan 2022 (Koskie Minsky, 20 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario publishes guidance on medical exemptions to COVID-19 vaccination rules (McCarthy
Tétrault, 20 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada issues guidance on proof of vaccination status for patrons of restaurants and
other select businesses and organizations (Littler, 20 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario Ministry of Health provides clarity for medical exemptions to COVID-19 vaccination (Miller
Thomson, 17 Sep 2021)

•

Practical considerations for returning employees to work (Aird Berlis, 14 Sep 2021)

•

Are ‛no mask — no entrance’ policies discriminatory in Alberta? (MLT Aikins, 10 Sep 2021)

•

Reasonable notice period extended for worker who applied to over 70 jobs amid COVID-19 (Littler,
9 Sep 2021) (subscription required)

•

Post pandemic: The road to a true new normal (Gowling WLG, September 2021)

•

Mandatory workplace COVID-19 testing policy upheld (McMillan, 8 Sep 2021)

•

Workplace vaccination policies — The legal & practical considerations (Koskie Minsky LLP, 7 Sep
2021)

•

Vaccine ‛passports’ are coming to Ontario on 22 Sep 2021 (Ogletree Deakins, 3 Sep 2021)

•

Alberta government reintroduces mandatory masking; asks employers to pause return to work
plans (McCarthy Tétrault, 3 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario: Finding direction on directive #6: New COVID-19 vaccine policy requirements for health
services providers (Miller Thomson, 2 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario to require proof of vaccination in select settings (Miller Thomson, 2 Sep 2021)

•

Ontario’s COVID-19 response: The latest developments (Stikeman Elliot, 2 Sep 2021)

•

Many Ontario employers to implement vaccination policies (Fasken, 1 Sep 2021)

•

Health and safety policies and committee — time to review and reconvene (Spring Law, 1 Sep
2021)

•

Top 10 considerations for employers in implementing a vaccination policy (Gowling, 30 Aug 2021)
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•

Employers can set different rules for vaccinated, unvaccinated workers (Financial Post, 27 Aug
2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination for many Manitoba front-line employees (MLT Aikins, 27 Aug
2021)

•

Proof of vaccination will be required to access some events, services and businesses in British
Columbia (Littler, 27 Aug 2021)

•

British Columbia requires masks in indoor public settings once again (Littler, 27 Aug 2021)

•

City of Toronto releases its mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy for employees (City of
Toronto, 26 Aug 2021)

•

British Columbia introduces COVID-19 vaccine cards (Fasken, 24 Aug 2021)

•

Toronto medical officer of health effectively mandates that employers institute COVID-19
vaccination policies (Littler, 24 Aug 2021)

•

Canada announces COVID-19 vaccination requirement for employees in federal public service and
federally regulated transportation sector (Littler, 24 Aug 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccine policy in the workplace: An overview for Canadian employers (BLG, 20 Aug
2021)

•

City of Toronto recommends implementation of COVID-19 vaccination policies (Fillion Wakely
Thorup Angeletti, 20 Aug 2021)

•

Canada’s big 5 banks will mandate COVID-19 vaccines for staff (CBC, 20 Aug 2021)

•

‛Breathing issues’ resulting from wearing a face mask does not amount to a protected disability
(McMillan, 20 Aug 2021)

•

Ontario COVID-19 vaccination policy update for high risk settings: Key considerations for hospitals
and healthcare organizations (Osler, 20 Aug 2021)

•

Elections in the time of COVID: Employer obligations on federal election day and COVID-19
considerations (WeirFoulds, 19 Aug 2021)

•

Ontario: COVID-19 vaccination policies mandated in high-risk settings (Littler, 19 Aug 2021)

•

Ontario: New COVID-19 guidelines released for fully immunized and previously positive individuals
(Littler, 18 Aug 2021

•

British Columbia Office of the Human Rights Commissioner provides guidance to employers on
vaccination status policies (Littler, 17 Aug 2021)
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•

Layoff obligations reinstated as business gets back to normal: Saskatchewan employment
standards exemptions repealed (Miller Thomson, 17 Aug 2021)

•

Symptomatic and COVID-19 positive Alberta employees can’t report to the workplace this week
(McCarthy Tétrault, 16 Aug 2021)

•

Ontario — Return to the workplace toolkit #2 (a.k.a. ‛Haven’t we been down this road before?’
(Dentons, 12 Aug 2021)

•

Expecting employees to return to the workplace this fall? What Alberta employers should know
before denying family status accommodation requests (McCarthy Tétrault, 10 Aug 2021)

•

COVID pandemic is a factor to be considered in the award of notice but is not an extraordinary
circumstance to justify a notice period in excess of 24 months (Koskie Minsky, 9 Aug 2021)

•

Government extends COVID-19 benefits and business supports to support stronger economic
recovery (Department of Finance, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Update from the British Columbia Human Rights Commissioner on vaccination status policies
during the COVID-19 pandemic (McCarthy Tétrault, 28 Jul 2021)

•

The end of remote work? (Spring Law, 28 Jul 2021)

•

Borders reopen fully vaccinated travelers (KPMG, 27 Jul 2021)

•

5 things Quebec employers should know about COVID-19 vaccination (Dentons, 23 Jul 2021)

•

Ontario consults on the ‛future of work’ as it enters COVID-19 recovery phase (Hicks Morley, 21
Jul 2021)

•

Quebec: The CNESST has modified the preventive measures in workplaces in green zone
(Stikeman Elliott, 21 Jul 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada arbitrator upholds employer’s compulsory rapid COVID-19 testing policy (Littler,
14 Jul 2021)

•

Protecting workers and employers: COVID-19 vaccination and the workplace (DLA Piper, 13 Jul
2021)

•

BC’s Human Rights Commissioner issues guidance about proof-of-vaccination requirements as
province enters Stage 3 of COVID-19 reopening (Office of the Human Rights Commissioner, 13
Jul 2021)

•

Are COVID-19 unemployment payments deductible from wrongful dismissal damages? (Siskinds,
12 Jul 2021)
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•

Masking and distancing requirements in the workplace (Miller Thomson, 11 Jul 2021)

•

Enforceability of mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policies in the workplace (Devry Smith Frank
LLP, 6 Jul 2021)

•

New emergency leave provisions in North West Territories Employment Standards Act
(Government, 30 Jun 2021)

•

Returning to the workplace: Navigating employee requests to work from home for childcare
reasons (Norton Rose Fulbright, 29 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19 relief measures for pension plans in Western Canada — one year later (Lawson
Lundell, 24 Jun 2021)

•

Extension of the temporary COVID-19 relief measures for money purchase and defined benefit
pension plans (Government of Canada, 16 Jun 2021)

•

British Columbia court concludes that CERB payments are deductible from wrongful dismissal
damages award (Cassels, 15 Jun 2021)

•

New Ontario superior court decision holds that COVID-19 related temporary layoffs do not amount
to constructive dismissal at common law — Taylor v. Hanley Hospitality Inc., 2021 ONSC 3135
(Devry Smith Frank LLP, 15 Jun 2021)

•

Working on the chain: Lessons from the COVID-19 era (McCarthy Tétrault, 14 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19-related layoffs not grounds for constructive dismissal (McMillan, 11 Jun 2021)

•

Adverse reactions to COVID-19 vaccinations may be compensable (EKB, 11 Jun 2021)

•

The CNESST adapts the preventive measures in workplaces (Stikeman Elliot, 10 Jun 2021)

•

Vaccinations and the workplace: Frequently asked questions (MT & Co., 8 Jun 2021)

•

British Columbia introduces COVID-19 and illness and injury paid leave (Ogletree Deakins, 8 Jun
2021)

•

Ontario: Infectious Disease Emergency Leave (Ontario, 4 Jun 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada releases details about employer reimbursement process for paid COVID-19 leave
(Littler, 4 Jun 2021)

•

British Columbia, Canada releases and commences four-step restart plan (Littler, 4 Jun 2021)

•

Returning employees to work during COVID-19 — best practices for employers (McCarthy
Tétrault, 3 Jun 2021)
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•

Government of Canada announces details of the new Canada recovery hiring program and
extension of business support programs (Department of Finance, 2 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19 increases length of reasonable wrongful termination notice to 24 months (Gardiner
Roberts, 1 Jun 2021)

•

Antigen rapid testing guidelines for employer-initiated testing (Osler, 1 Jun 2021)

•

British Columbia, Canada bill introducing temporary COVID-19-related paid leave and permanent
paid personal illness or injury leave receives royal assent (Littler, 21 May 2021)

•

Proof of vaccination: Privacy considerations for businesses (Torys, 21 May 2021)

•

Government extends relief for registered pension plans and deferred salary leave plans
(Department of Finance, 20 May 2021)

•

Key considerations in responding to employee requests to work from home (McCarthy Tétrault, 20
May 2021)

•

Some Canadian provinces provide paid COVID-19 vaccination leave, others encourage leave
through reimbursement programs (Littler, 20 May 2021)

•

Key considerations in responding to employee requests to work from home (McCarthy, 20 May
2021)

•

COVID-19 paid sick leave program for Nova Scotia (Miller Thomson, 13 May 2021)

•

Manitoba launches two new leaves in response to COVID-19 (Miller Thomson, 13 May 2021)

•

Worker’s refusal to wear a mask on the basis of religious belief rejected by British Columbia
Human Rights Tribunal (Cox & Palmer, 13 May 2021)

•

Saskatchewan introduces legislation to provide for paid sick leave (Miller Thomson, 13 May 2021)

•

Quebec: A ‛vaccine break’ for COVID-19 vaccination (McMillan, 12 May 2021)

•

Nova Scotia announces up to 4 paid sick days for workers (Cox & Palmer, 12 May 2021)

•

British Columbia: New program provides for paid days off for absences related to COVID-19
(Harper Grey, 11 May 2021)

•

Ontario paid COVID sick leave — latest update (Stringer, 11 May 2021)

•

Court weighs in on constructive dismissals and layoff during COVID-19 pandemic (Siskinds, 11
May 2021)
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•

British Columbia: Workers compensation claims for adverse reactions to COVID-19 vaccine
possible (Clark Wilson, 10 May 2021)

•

Manitobans to receive up to five days paid pandemic sick leave (MLT Aikens, 10 May 2021)

•

Manitoba launches new financial support for paid sick leave related to COVID-19 (Government, 7
May 2021)

•

Ontario: Employee’s receipt of CERB doesn’t change employer’s obligations (Norton Rose
Fulbright, 6 May 2021)

•

Alberta, British Columbia & Ontario enact paid COVID-19-related leave (Gowling WLG, 6 May
2021)

•

Infectious disease emergency leave does not shield an employer from constructive dismissal at
common law (Bennett Jones, 6 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 measures taken by pension regulators across Canada bulletin (Lawson Lundell, 4 May
2021)

•

New employment standards leaves for COVID-19 & their impact on pension & benefit plans
(Lawson Lundell, 4 May 2021)

•

Anti-maskers: British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal addresses mandatory mask compliance
(Miller Titerle, 28 Apr 2021)

•

Ontario to introduce paid COVID-19 leave (Government, 28 Apr 2021)

•

No time like the present: Provinces mandate paid time off for COVID-19 vaccination (Osler, 27 Apr
2021)

•

3 hour paid leave for Alberta employees obtaining COVID-19 vaccinations (McCarthy Tétrault, 22
Apr 2021)

•

Government of Alberta announces paid COVID-19 vaccine leave (Blakes, 22 Apr 2021)

•

Workplace law strategies blog: A 20% pay cut during COVID-19 is a constructive dismissal
according to Alberta judge (Harper Grey LLP, 21 Apr 2021)

•

Federal budget 2021 — Spending on the three C’s: COVID, childcare and climate change (BLG,
19 Apr 2021)

•

Ontario’s new COVID-19 restrictions: Employer takeaways (Stikeman Elliott, 17 Apr 2021)

•

A dose of paid time off for COVID-19 vaccinations (Littler, 16 Apr 2021)
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•

Qualifying Ontario employers to host workplace vaccination clinics (Gowling, 16 Apr 2021)

•

Updated COVID-19 measures in Quebec (Blakes, 15 Apr 2021)

•

Can I bring my dog to work after COVID-19? (Lawson Lundell, 15 Apr 2021)

•

Ontario, Exploring possibility of allowing employer-operated onsite vaccination clinics in ‛hot spot’
communities (Littler, 15 Apr 2021)

•

British Columbia: The worker v. the district managers: Employee belief that masks ineffective
against spread of COVID-19 insufficient for Human Rights complaints (Clark Wilson, 12 Apr 2021)

•

British Columbia: Is refusal to wear a mask the basis for a human rights complaint? (Lawson
Lundell, 12 Apr 2021)

•

British Columbia employers now at risk from expedited workplace closures (McMillan LLP, 12 Apr
2021)

•

Slashing salaries amid pandemic lands employer in hot water (Toronto Sun, 10 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19: Cross-Canada support programs for employers and employees (Miller Thomson, 9 Apr
2021)

•

Medical masks are now mandatory at all times in all Quebec workplaces (Langlois, 8 Apr 2021)

•

Toronto announces new measures to limit the spread of COVID-19 in workplaces (DLA Piper, 8
Apr 2021)

•

The CNESST requires that medical masks be work continuously indoors in workplaces (Stikeman
Elliott, 8 Apr 2021)

•

Dear boss, can I work remotely from Hawaii? (Fasken, 8 Apr 2021)

•

Human rights tribunal of Ontario, Canada provides employers with roadmap for responding to
requests for exemptions from mask-wearing policies (Littler, 8 Apr 2021)

•

British Columbia introduces a new vaccine leave and other changes to its COVID-19 leave
provisions (Blakes, 5 Apr 2021)

•

Howard Levitt: Here are seven new kinds of lawsuits that will proliferate in the post-pandemic
Canadian workplace (Financial Post, 1 Apr 2021)

•

Vaccines in the workplace — Top questions employers are asking (McCarthy Tétrault, 1 Apr 2021)

•

British Columbia guarantees job-protected leave for workers getting COVID-19 vaccines (CBC, 1
Apr 2021)
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•

Federal government introduces new rules and guidance in response to COVID-19 (Baker
McKenzie, 29 Mar 2021)

•

The CRA has simplified the process for employees to claim a tax deduction for working from home
during COVID (Lawson Lundell, 25 Mar 2021)

•

Accommodation is not required for personal objections to mask-wearing rules (Fasken, 25 Mar
2021)

•

It is now easier for organizations in Ontario, Canada to offer private rapid COVID-19 testing of
asymptomatic employees (Littler, 25 Mar 2021)

•

Ontario government provides guidance for workplace COVID-19 testing (Miller Thomson, 23 Mar
2021)

•

Employee reinstated despite ‛ongoing pattern of disrespect’ for employer’s COVID-19 protocols
(Roper Greyell, 19 Mar 2021)

•

Support to workers and families increases with the passage of EI legislation and the coming into
effect of recovery benefit regulations (Employment and Social Development Canada, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Does pandemic fatigue give rise to a duty to accommodate? (Lawson Lundell, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Special COVID-19 vaccination leave in Saskatchewan (MLT Aikins, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Should employers in Ontario, Canada provide employees with paid time off to get a COVID-19
vaccine (Littler, 17 Mar 2021)

•

Ontario screening requirements & Toronto workplace outbreak protocols (Baker McKenzie, 8 Mar
2021)

•

Ontario’s COVID-19 ‛safety plans’ for businesses (Baker McKenzie, 6 Mar 2021)

•

Ontario: What to expect from OSHA inspectors in the age of COVID-19 (Siskinds, 5 Mar 2021)

•

Pandemic’s impact on job market not to be viewed in hindsight when assessing reasonable notice;
CERB is not mitigation income ‛on these facts’ (Cassels, 5 Mar 2021)

•

COVID-19 unemployment benefits scams continue well into the pandemic (Seyfarth Shaw, 1 Mar
2021)

•

Canada Securities Administrator Staff Notice 51-362: Staff review of COVID-19 disclosures and
guide for disclosure improvements (CSA, 25 Feb 2021)

•

Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on reasonable notice periods (Blaney McMurtry, 25 Feb 2021)
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•

Rapid screening tests for private-sector enterprises (Langlois, 24 Feb 2021)

•

Can employers force their employees to be vaccinated? (LSCS law, 24 Feb 2021)

•

Protection for employees accessing federal recovery program benefits (Miller Thomson, 17 Feb
2021)

•

The right to bare arms: Considerations for COVID-19 vaccines in the workplace (BLG, 17 Feb
2021)

•

Saskatchewan: Protection for employees accessing federal recovery program benefits (Miller
Thomson, 17 Feb 2021)

•

The impact of the pandemic on termination packages (Spring Law, 17 Feb 2021)

•

Can the construction industry require mandatory vaccination of workers against COVID-19?
(Cassels, 16 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 — Can my employee refuse to come back to work? (GSNH, 16 Feb 2021)

•

Ontario, Canada: New and updated guidance for businesses required to have a written COVID-19
safety plan (Littler, 9 Feb 2021)

•

The COVID 19 vaccine: Considerations for Canadian employers (video) (BLG, 9 Feb 2021)

•

Ontario Superior Court of Justice hints at impact of COVID-19 on reasonable notice periods
(Cassels, 2 Feb 2021)

•

Ontario: Is mandatory COVID-19 testing for employees reasonable? (MLT Aikins, 2 Feb 2021)

•

Legality of COVID-19 vaccination requirements in Quebec workplaces (Stikeman Elliott, 1 Feb
2021)

•

Vaccination requirements and the Canadian workplace: Anticipating the next big question of the
pandemic (Stikeman Elliott, 28 Jan 2021)

•

Will mandatory vaccination policies be enforceable in unionized places? (Siskinds, 26 Jan 2021)

•

Informational circular for businesses and employers — Government programs to combat
challenges during the COVID-19 crisis (Sotos, 25 Jan 2021)

•

Ontario: Arbitrator upholds mandatory employee COVID testing (Littler, 7 Jan 2021)

Channel Islands, Guernsey
•

Vaccinations and the workplace — No jab, no job? (Ferbrache & Farrell, 15 Feb 20 2021)
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Channel Islands, Jersey
•

Jersey employment update: Dismissal for refusing to wear mask not unlawful discrimination
(Walkers, 8 Nov 2021)

•

A shot in the arm: Vaccination issues in the workplace (Mourant, 18 Oct 2021)

•

Return to the office — Anxiety, discrimination and reluctant employees (Walkers, April 2021)

•

Social security (contributions) (COVID-19) (Amendment No. 3) (Jersey) Order 2021 (Jersey law,
26 Mar 2021)

Chile
•

Employment subsidy announced (Spanish) (Government)

•

Nuevas normas sobre teletrabajo y requisitos para finiquitos (Spanish) (DLA Piper, 26 Nov 2021)

•

Chile extends COVID-related entry & exit restrictions (Mayer Brown, 3 Nov 2021)

•

Borders reopen, consular Visa rules (KPMG, 5 Oct 2021)

•

COVID insurance in Chile (DAC Beachcroft, 29 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 parental leave extended (Spanish) (President’s website, 4 Jun 2021)

•

Law on return to the workplace, including compulsory employer-paid insurance for employees (Ley
21342 of 1 Jun 2021) (Spanish) (Chilean parliament, 1 Jun 2021)

•

Chile allows third withdrawal of AFP pension funds to address COVID-19 pandemic (Spanish)
(Presidential website, 27 Apr 2021)

•

Extension of employment protection law benefits (DLA Piper, 19 Mar 2021)

China
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Special entry procedure due to COVID-19 (Herbert Smith Freehills, July 2021)

•

Guidelines on labor relations policies related to the COVID-19 pandemic (Guangzhou Human
Resources and Social Security Bureau, 1 Jun 2021)

•

The future is now: The new world of work in China (CMS, 16 Apr 2021)
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•

Can you require your employees to get the COVID-19 vaccine in China? (K&L Gates, 17 Mar
2021)

•

Asia: A comparative view on COVID-19 vaccination (Herbert Smith Freehills, 15 Feb 2021)

•

What the employers should/can do on COVID-19 vaccination? (CMS, 28 Jan 2021)

Colombia
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Colombia introduces state payroll subsidy through August 2023 (Spanish) (Colombian
government, 14 Sep 2021)

•

Practical instructions for the payment of the remaining contributions to the general pension system,
corresponding to the months of April and May of 2020 (CMS, 26 Jul 2021)

•

Law to address exceptional remote working due to exceptional circumstances (Spanish)
(Government of Colombia, 12 May 2021)

•

Expert guide to vaccination and testing for employers in Colombia (CMS, 20 Apr 2021)

Costa Rica
•

Compulsory COVID-19 vaccination in the private sector (Arias Law, October 2021)

•

Extension of the term which authorizes the reduction of workshifts in the tourism sector, following
the declaration of national emergency (Arias Law, May 2021)

•

Guía para la prevención, mitigación y continuidad del negocio por la pandemia del COVID-19 en
los centros de trabajo (Spanish) (Consortium Legal)

•

COVID-19 task force legal Costa Rica — Actualización 45 (Arias, January 2021)

Croatia
•

COVID-19 wage subsidy program extended (Croatian) (Government, 23 Jul 2021)

Czech Republic
•

Important COVID-19 measures for foreigners (Government)

•

New COVID-19 measures from 20 Dec 2021 (DLA Piper, 4 Jan 2022)

•

Czech Government extends ‛Antivirus’ programme offering employer financial aid (Kinstellar,
December 2021)
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•

New government COVID-19 measures will once again affect companies (DLA Piper, 22 Nov 2021)

•

Czech Republic: Obligatory testing of employees reintroduced (Baker McKenzie, 22 Nov 2021)

•

Reintroduction of the mandatory respiratory protection (Baker McKenzie, 25 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 update — October 2021 (DLA Piper, 25 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination and testing in the Czech Republic — employment law perspective (CMS, 5
Oct 2021)

•

Can vaccination be a condition for workplace access in the Czech Republic? (CMS, 13 Sep 2021)

•

Can an employer require employees to be vaccinated (DLA Piper, 23 Aug 2021)

•

Entry to the Czech Republic after 9 Jul 2021 — Obligations of employers and employees (Baker
McKenzie, 9 Jul 2021)

•

Kurzarbeit (short-time working) will be available to employers in the Czech Republic (Taylor
Wessing, 1 Jul 2021)

•

Payment of wage subsidy for quarantined employees (Czech) (Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs,
6 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 update (DLA Piper, 19 Apr 2021)

•

Update on obligatory testing of employees (Baker McKenzie, 30 Mar 2021)

•

Update on obligatory testing of employees (Baker McKenzie, 17 Mar 2021)

•

Employers in the Czech Republic must adhere to GDPR when testing employees for COVID-19
(Taylor Wessing, 10 Mar 2021)

•

Special quarantine contribution (Baker McKenzie, 9 Mar 2021)

•

Major changes to employers’ COVID-19 responsibilities (DLA Piper, 9 Mar 2021)

•

Obligatory testing of employees (Baker McKenzie, 2 Mar 2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 employee testing (Czech) (Ministry of Health, 27 Feb 2021)

Denmark
•

Coronavirus — the act on employers’ right to require employees to present a valid corona passport
or to be tested for COVID-19 was recently adopted (Norrbom Vinding, 7 Dec 2021)
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•

New tripartite agreement gives employers the right to request Corona pass (Lexology, 15 Nov
2021)

•

Employers no longer have the right to require employees to test for COVID-19 (Mette Kingsten, 4
Nov 2021)

•

How COVID-19 may change the world of work (DLA Piper, 5 Jul 2021)

•

Extension of the filing deadlines and payment of payroll taxes and VAT (Danish) (Official Journal, 4
May 2021)

•

Requirement for COVID-19 testing of travelling employees introduced in Denmark (Ius Laboris, 17
Feb 2021)

•

New act on PCR testing of labour force arriving from abroad passed and with immediate effect
(Bird & Bird, February 2021)

El Salvador
•

Current COVID-19 labor decrees and protocols in El Salvador (Arias Law, 20 May 2021)

Fiji
•

‛No jab, no job’ — Mandatory vaccinations in Fiji’s workforce announced (Macpherson Kelley, 14
Jul 2021)

Finland
•

Coronavirus — current updates (Finnish tax authority)

•

Striking the balance between the office and remote working in the post-COVID-19 world (Bird &
Bird, August 2021)

•

Some 1m workers plot back — to — office plans (Yle, 16 Jul 2021)

•

Occupational safety in the time of Corona — What every employer needs to know (Castren &
Snellman, 14 Sep 2020)

France
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Remote work mandatory again in January 2022 for at least 3 days per week (Bird & Bird, January
2022)

•

France address COVID-19 with additional measures (Mayer Brown, 6 Jan 2022)
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•

Omicron strains France’s social contract on COVID (The New York Times, 31 Dec 2021)

•

New COVID-19 recommendations including working from home (DLA Piper, 8 Dec 2021)

•

COVID-19: Modifications to travel restrictions (KPMG, 7 Dec. 2021)

•

Macron announces a new vaccine rule or people 65 or older in France (New York Times, 9 Nov
2021)

•

Back to the office or still working from home? (Baker McKenzie, September 2021)

•

France/Germany extend cross-border taxation agreement until 31 Dec 2021 (German) (Ministry of
Finance Ministry, 30 Sep 2021)

•

Thousands of unvaccinated French health workers face suspension — as it happened (The
Guardian, 15 Sep 2021)

•

Parliament broadens health pass establishing compulsory vaccine for certain workers including
temporary workers (Staffing Industry Analysts, 4 Aug 2021)

•

COVID-19-related postponements of French social tax deposits may only be requested for
employer contributions (French) (Government, 27 Jul 2021)

•

French equality body sounds alarm over extension of COVID-19 pass (Euractiv, 27 Jul 2021)

•

HR management of COVID: Have our neighbours been more creative? (CMS, 26 Jul 2021)

•

Taxation of cross-border workers COVID-19 arrangements with Italy extended to 31 Dec 2021
(French) (French government, 15 Jun 2021)

•

Macron to the French: Vaccinate or else (New York Times, 14 Jul 2021)

•

New health and safety protocol for employees in France: What has changed? (Ius Laboris, 2 Jul
2021)

•

France eyes end of restrictions as COVID-19 case numbers fall (Euractiv, 30 Jun 2021)

•

France reviews its health measures taken in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic (K&L Gates,
28 Jun 2021)

•

Social security measures for businesses affected by coronavirus (French) (Ministry of Finance, 19
May 2021)

•

Subsidies for youth employment in the French ‛recovery plan’: What you need to know (Ius
Laboris, 4 May 2021)
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•

Telework in France: Before and after the COVID-19 pandemic (Vivien & Associes, 14 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination within companies (Baker McKenzie, March 2021)

•

Guidance on tax treatment of 2020 teleworking expense (French) (Ministry of Economy and
Finance, 2 Mar 2021)

•

France’s latest COVID measure: Letting workers eat at their desks (The New York Times, 7 Feb
2021)

•

COVID-19 and compulsory teleworking: Reinforcement of labour inspectorate controls (Bryan
Cave Leighton Paisner, 5 Feb 2021)

•

Remote work: What is new in 2021? (K&L Gates, 19 Jan 2021)

Germany
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Extension until 31 Mar 2022 of Germany and Luxembourg agreement on cross-border taxation
workers during the COVID-19 pandemic (German) (German government, 6 Dec 2021)

•

Updated German regulations on occupational safety due to increase of COVID-19 infections –
What employers now need to know (Dechert LLP, 1 Dec 2021)

•

German legislator passes amendments to German Infection Protection Act (IfSG) — 3G and the
obligation to work from the home office (Baker McKenzie, 24 Nov 2021)

•

Germany introduces strict workplace access rules (Mayer Brown, 19 Nov 2021)

•

Germany debates imposing tighter rules as infections surge (New York Times, 10 Nov 2021)

•

3 practical tips for introducing a vaccination bonus in your company (Littler, 21 Oct 2021)

•

Are employers allowed under German law to ask about vaccination status of their employees
(SKW Schwarz, 7 Oct 2021)

•

Austria and Germany extend agreement on taxation of cross-border workers during COVID-19
pandemic until 31 Dec 2021 (German) (Government, 7 Oct 2021)

•

France/Germany extend cross-border taxation agreement until 31 Dec 2021 (German) (Ministry of
Finance Ministry, 30 Sep 2021)

•

FAQs on tax relief measures (German) (Ministry of Finance, 15 Sep 2021)

•

Update on COVID-19 legislation (DLA Piper, 3 Sep 2021)
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•

‛Get vaccinated, please — employer response options when employees decline COVID-19
vaccination’ (Vanguard Littler, August 2021)

•

Dismissal for refusing to wear a mask can be legal: A ruling from Germany (Ius Laboris, 9 Aug
2021)

•

COVID-19 quarantine and leave in Germany: A new ruling (Ius Laboris, 17 Aug 2021)

•

COVID-19 occupational health and safety regulation (Herbert Smith Freehills, 9 Aug 2021)

•

Returning from holiday in times of the pandemic — what employers need to know (Oppenhoff, 5
Aug 2021)

•

HR management of COVID: Have our neighbors been more creative? (CMS, 26 Jul 2021)

•

Mandatory testing for employees returning from leave in certain federal states (DLA Piper, 16 Jul
2021)

•

Return to office life after the end of compulsory remote work in Germany — tips for planning and
structuring new ways of working (DWF Group,1 Jul 2021)

•

Corona Occupational Health and Safety and how to handle the home office (Oppenhoff, 1 Jul
2021)

•

Germany and Luxembourg extend agreement on taxation of cross-border workers during COVID19 pandemic (Luxembourg government, 29 Jun 2021)

•

Germany and Switzerland extend agreement on taxation of cross-border workers during COVID19 pandemic (German) (German government, 23 Jun 2021)

•

The COVID-19 pandemic poses new challenges for compliance management systems
(Oppenhoff, 18 Jun 2021)

•

Furlough/reducing working hours to ‘zero’ (Kurzarbeit ‘Null’) also reduces vacation entitlement
(BUSE, 1 Jun 2021)

•

Dealing with COVID-19 vaccination refusal in the workplace: A view from Germany (Ius Laboris,
26 May 2021)

•

Working from another EU state during the COVID-19 pandemic: What employers in Germany need
to consider (Ius Laboris, 29 Apr 2021)

•

Employer´s obligation to test employees in Berlin (FAQ) as of 28 Apr 2021 (The Governing Mayor
of Berlin)
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•

Go to Homeoffice. Go directly to home office. Do not pass GO. Do not collect £200 (Beiten
Burkhardt, 26 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 legislation update (DLA Piper, 23 Apr 2021)

•

Not in my house — yet another update on German COVID-19 legislation (DLA Piper, 22 Apr 2021)

•

Compensation for working parents due to school and preschool closures during COVID-19
pandemic (International Law Office, 21 Apr 2021)

•

Extension of child sickness benefit payment through 2021 during daycare, school closure
(German) (Government, 10 Feb 2021)

•

Tax relief measures due to COVID-19 (German) (Ministry of Finance, 29 Jan 2021)

•

COVID-19 Occupational Health and Safety Ordinance (DLA Piper, 22 Jan 2021)

•

New COVID-19 workplace regulation for employers in Germany brings home office and further
health and safety obligations (K&L Gates, 22 Jan 2021)

•

Tightening of the rules for protection against corona at work — is home office now compulsory?
(Oppenhoff, 20 Jan 2021)

•

Can employers in Germany and beyond require their employees to get a COVID-19 vaccine? (Ius
Laboris, 18 Jan 2021)

Gibraltar
•

Business Employee Assistance Terms: What you need to know (Gibraltar Lawyers, 16 Apr 2021)

Greece
•

Proposed extension of reduced social security contributions through 2022 (Greek) (Parliament)

•

Extension of various tax deadlines, payments (including withholding and social security
contribution returns (Greek) (Official journal, 18 May 2021)

Guatemala
•

Instructivo para la emisión de la constancia de buenas prácticas laborales de forma electrónica
‛BPL’ (Spanish) (Arias, March 2021)

Hong Kong
•

COVID-19 related circulars or guidance (non-exhaustive) published by Financial Services
Regulators of Hong Kong (Mayer Brown, 20 Dec 2021)
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•

Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan to compensate Hong Kong staff for quarantine expenses (Wall Street
Journal, 24 Nov 2021)

•

HSBC instructs all 30,000 staff in Hong Kong to get vaccinated against coronavirus as city pushes
to reopen China border (South China Morning post, 5 Nov 2021)

•

Hong Kong government updates discharge criteria for confirmed COVID-19 patients: What does
this mean for employers? (Gall, 2 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination and testing in Hong Kong — employment law perspective (CMS, 18 Oct
2021)

•

Mandatory vaccinations for employees in Hong Kong (RPC, 6 Sep 2021)

•

Guidance on tax issues arising from COVID-19 (KPMG, 17 Aug 2021)

•

Hong Kong allows non-residents from ‘medium risk’ countries to enter city under new border
control measures (Mayer Brown, 9 Aug 2021)

•

Quarantine exemptions and COVID-19 vaccinations for the Hong Kong financial and insurance
industries: Who is next? (Mayer Brown, 4 Jun 2021)

•

Hong Kong exempts finance executives from virus quarantine rules (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 31 May 2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination — What are the potential liabilities of Hong Kong employers
under the Employees’ Compensation Ordinance and Common Law (Mayer Brown, 18 May 2021)

•

No jab no job? Can employers in Hong Kong require employees to get vaccinations as a condition
to work (Hill Dickinson, 5 May 2021)

•

Hong Kong should not force foreign domestic workers to be vaccinated, says the Philippines’ top
diplomat in the city (South China Morning Post, 1 May 2021)

•

Hong Kong safety snapshots: Mandating and tracking employee vaccinations (Herbert Smith
Freehills, 30 Apr 2021)

•

Government puts vaccine bubbles at heart of opening up Hong Kong (Mayer Brown, 13 Apr 2021)

•

‛It's just a sharp scratch’ — Can a Hong Kong employer require employees to get vaccinated
against COVID-19? (Mayer Brown, 26 Mar 2021)

•

Employers’ and employees’ obligations in respect of COVID-19 testing (LC lawyers, 16 Mar 2021)

•

Hong Kong’s COVID-19 vaccination programme: Employer considerations (Gall Solicitors, 9 Mar
2021)
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•

Injury during work for COVID-19 vaccination — will the employer be liable to pay? (Deacons, 8
Mar 2021)

•

Hong Kong’s COVID vaccination programme: Considerations for employers (Mayer Brown, 22 Feb
2021)

•

Regular COVID-19 testing for employees in the catering businesses and specified premises in
Hong Kong (Mayer Brown, 18 Feb 2021)

•

Asia: A comparative view on COVID-19 vaccination (Herbert Smith Freehills, 15 Feb 2021)

•

Compulsory COVID-19 testing and sudden lockdowns — Are Hong Kong employers ready?
(Mayer Brown, 2 Feb 2021)

•

Are your employees in Hong Kong required to be contactable outside office hours? (Mayer Brown,
1 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 — Employee requests to work overseas temporarily (Baker McKenzie, 28 Jan 2021)

•

Guidance for protecting personal data in work from home arrangements (Gall, 4 Jan 2021)

Hungary
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Mandatory vaccination — can the employer be held liable (Taylor Wessing, 22 Nov 2021)

•

Hungary introduces mandatory vaccinations in the workplace (CMS, 2 Nov 2021)

•

Reforms to raise productivity would strengthen recovery from COVID-19, says OECD (OECD, 30
Jul 2021)

•

Decree No. 318/2021 — COVID-19 tax relief measures (Hungarian) (Official Gazette, 9 Jun 2021)

•

Can employers ask to see the COVID-19 immunity certificate? (Taylor Wessing, 19 May 2021)

•

HUF 10m fine levied for data breach related to COVID-19 rapid test (CMS, 3 May 2021)

•

Guidance on processing coronavirus immunity status of employees (Bird & Bird, April 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination: What data can employers in Hungary process on employees’ status? (Ius
Laboris, 16 Apr 2021)

•

Hungary declares it lawful to collect information that a worker is protected against COVID-19
(CMS, 6 Apr 2021)
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•

Can vaccination be made mandatory? (Taylor Wessing, 11 Mar 2021)

•

No trace: Hungary deletes vaccine origin from jab certificate (Euractiv, 2 Mar 2021)

India
•

COVID-19 India (Ministry of Health & Family Welfare)

•

COVID-19 Corner (Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India)

•

COVID-19: Return to office: FAQs for employers (Lexology, 11 Oct 2021)

•

Over 45% workforce saw pay reduction in pandemic (Times of India, 10 Jul 2021)

•

COVID-19 relief measures for employees: Employees’ state insurance corporation announces
scheme amidst the raging pandemic (Khaitan & Co., 11 Jun 2021)

•

States told to encourage employers to allow nursing mothers to work from home (The Financial
Express, 2 Jun 2021)

•

Government notifications & court orders — week commencing… (Trilegal, 31 May 2021)

•

Centre announces pension scheme, other measures for families who lost earning member to
COVID (DNA, 29 May 2021)

•

Deferral of vaccination for individuals testing positive for COVID-19 (Government, 19 May 2021)

•

What will India’s post-COVID recovery look like? (BRINK, 15 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 positive test is not required for hospital admission (Government, 8 May 2021)

•

Q&A — Employer COVID-19 vaccination policies (updated) (JD Supra, 4 May 2021)

•

India’s failure of leadership collapses health system in COVID-19 surge (Commonwealth Fund, 29
Apr 2021)

•

COVID vaccination: A guide for employers (King Stubb & Kasiva, 22 Apr 2021)

•

Liberalised pricing and accelerated national COVID-19 vaccination strategy (Ministry of Health, 21
Apr 2021)

•

Ministry of Health issues revised guidelines for workplaces (AZB & Partners, 15 Feb 2021)

•

COVID 19 vaccination in India — How should employers react (BTG, 13 Jan 2021)
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Indonesia
•

General overview on legal aspects of telemedicine service business in Indonesia during COVID-19
pandemic (Nusantara Legal Partnership, 27 Sep 2021)

•

Govt to subsidize wages by Rp 8.8t, businesses want more (The Jakarta Post, 23 Jul 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccines: Rights and obligations of employers and employees under Indonesian law
(SSEK, 31 May 2021)

•

Improve skills, strengthen institutions and lower barriers to competition to strengthen recovery from
COVID-19 (OECD, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Indonesian gov’t shows support for labor-intensive sectors by giving nod to wage cuts (ABNR, 1
Mar 2021)

Ireland
•

COVID-19 Insights (A&L Goodbody)

•

New working from home guidance issued (DLA Piper, 17 Nov 2021)

•

Immigration rules on (re)entry into Ireland over Christmas period (KPMG, 16 Nov 2021)

•

Updated Work Safety Protocol (Ronan Daly Jermyn, October 2021)

•

Government lifts suspension on employees triggering redundancy (Mason Hayes & Curran, 6 Oct
2021)

•

Can employers in Ireland require employees to be vaccinated for COVID-19? (Ius Laboris, 29 Sep
2021)

•

Updated government guidance on the return to the workplace (McCann FitzGerald, 23 Sep 2021)

•

Eagerly awaited guidance on returning to the workplace published (Ronan Daly Jermyn, 10 Sep
2021)

•

Minister Donohoe announces Business Resumption Support Scheme (BRSS) open for registration
(Department of Finance, 6 Sep 2021)

•

Remote working in Ireland — What’s changing (Littler, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Imposing pay cuts without employee consultation or consent (Walkers, 28 Jul 2021)

•

Data Protection Commission publishes guidelines on collection of vaccination data of employees
(A&L Goodbody, 13 Jul 2021)
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•

Revised Work Safely Protocol — new consideration for employers on a return to the workplace
(Arthur Cox, 30 Jun 2021)

•

Collecting and processing vaccination data in the workplace (LK Shields, 30 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19 economic recovery plan (AL Goodbody, 25 Jun 2021)

•

Government announces extension of supports for businesses (Arthur Cox LLP, 8 Jun 2021)

•

Revenue implement changes to provide CRSS enhanced restart week payment (Revenue, 3 Jun
2021)

•

Recent WRC decision on lay-off and short-time working arrangements during COVID-19 (Mason
Hayes & Curran, 2 Jun 2021)

•

Hybrid working and the ‛death of the office’: The future of the post-pandemic workplace (A&L
Goodbody, 20 May 2021)

•

Workplace vaccinations and data protection in Ireland (DAC Beachcroft, 12 May 2021)

•

Payment of Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme (TWSS) liabilities by employers for self-assessed
employees and proprietary directors (Irish Revenue, 10 May 2021)

•

Redundancy: Fair procedures apply during the pandemic — Employer ordered to pay €10,000
(Fieldfisher, 29 Apr 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccinations in the workplace (Ronan Daly Jermyn, 28 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19: Employer and employee supports (A&L Goodbody, March 2021)

•

Things to think about planning for a return to the workplace (Ronan Daly Jermyn, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Ireland update: Strategy on remote working strives to keep up (Walkers, February 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccine and the workplace — What is the position for employers and employees?
(Anne O’Connell Solicitors, 25 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19: Employee monitoring and remote working (McCann Fitzgerald, 25 Feb 2021)

•

Treating employees in receipt of COVID-19 enhanced illness benefit differently to those absent for
other illnesses — is it discriminatory? (Arthur Cox, 15 Feb 2021)

•

Irish employee succeeds in first COVID-related employment claim (Pinsent Masons, 15 Feb 2021)

•

First reported WRC decision on COVID-19 in the workplace (William Fry, 4 Feb 2021)
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•

Collective redundancies: What’s new (Arthur Cox, 28 Jan 2021)

•

Employee unfairly dismissed for being refused remote working during pandemic (Lewis Silken, 27
Jan 2021)

•

Injecting some clarity for employers into the vaccine conversation (William Fry, 27 Jan 2021)

•

Update to COVID-19 employer and employee income supports (A&L Goodbody, 21 Jan 2021)

•

Making remote work — the Government’s National Remote Work Strategy (Lewis Silken, 19 Jan
2021)

•

Harassment — Employers with a dispersed workforce take note (DAC Beachcroft, 19 Jan 2021)

•

National Remote Work Strategy (DLA Piper, 18 Jan 2021)

•

Government pledges to make remote working a permanent feature of the Irish workplace (William
Fry, 15 Jan 2021)

•

National Remote Work Strategy — Implications for employers (Philip Lee, 15 Jan 2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 testing in the workplace (Arthur Cox, 12 Jan 2021)

Isle of Man
•

First COVID-19 decision of the Isle of Man Employment and Equality Tribunal — employee
succeeds in obtaining redress for unlawful deductions and maximum compensation (DQ, 29 Mar
2021)

Israel
•

Handling the coronavirus — Live updates (Herzog Fox & Neeman)

•

Israel gov’t once again suspends COVID-19 geolocation surveillance (Pearl Cohen, 20 Dec 2021)

•

Green Pass for employees (Herzog, 4 Oct 2021)

•

The new COVID restrictions and their effect on workplaces (Herzog law, 10 Aug 2021)

•

Workplace delta variant preparedness: New guidelines on quarantine payments for employees
(Barlaw, 9 Aug 2021)

•

Israeli legislature enacts law on technology-monitored COVID-19 home isolation (Pearl Cohen, 31
Mar 2021)

•

Can employers prevent unvaccinated employees from coming to work? (Barnea, 22 Mar 2021)
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•

Employers: Everything you need to know about vaccinations (Barnea, 18 Feb 2021)

Italy
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Italy makes COVID vaccination mandatory for over-50s (The Independent, 6 Jan 2022)

•

Labour: Extended measures to contain COVID-19 (De Luca & Partners, 5 Jan 2021)

•

Inps: Operating instructions on Green Pass online verification for companies with more than 50
employees (DLP Insights, 3 Nov 2021)

•

Green pass in Italy: Employers FAQ (Italian and English) (CMS, October 2021)

•

Smart working and returning to work: Post emergency considerations (DLP Insights, 25 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination and testing in Italy — employment law perspective (CMS, 22 Oct 2021)

•

Dismissal ban finally due to end by 31 Oct 2021 (or 31 Dec 2021 for companies that have used the
furlough schemes) (DLA Piper, 15 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 Green Pass in private workplaces mandatory from 15 October (DLA Piper, 15 Oct
2021)

•

COVID-19: Certification (green pass) required of employees for workplaces (KPMG, 28 Sep 2021)

•

Green Pass COVID-19 in the workplace: Decree 127/2021 (Italian and English) (CMS, 21 Sep
2021)

•

Measures extending the COVID-19 green pass and strengthening the screening system (DLA
Piper, 20 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 quarantined workers are not granted social security protection? (De Luca & Partners,
31 Aug 2021)

•

Law No. 106 of 23 July 2021 converting into law Decree-Law No. 73 of 25 May 2021 (Italian)
(Official Gazette, 23 Jul 2021)

•

Decree Law 99/2021, further developments on furlough schemes and the ban on dismissals (DLA
Piper, 21 Jul 2021)

•

Labour Decree 99/2021 and COVID-19: Employers support and employees protection measures
(CMS, July 2021)
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•

France extends agreement from 2020 with Italy on taxation of cross-border workers during COVID19 pandemic (French) (Belgian government)

•

COVID-19 Decreto Sostegni bis — labour and social policies (CMS, June 2021)

•

Law Decree No 99 of June 30, 2021: new measures on employment protection and ban on
dismissals (Dentons, 1 Jul 2021)

•

Taxation of cross-border workers COVID-19 arrangements extended to 31 Dec 2021 (French)
(French government, 15 Jun 2021)

•

Italy's Council of Ministers approves additional urgent support measures for COVID-19 (Italian)
(Government, 20 May 2021)

•

Vaccinations in the workplace: New indications of the Italian data protection authority (Italian)
(Dentons, 18 May 2021)

•

Anti SARS-CoV-2/COVID 19 vaccine at work (Deberti Jacchia, 27 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 emergency update: New protocols on safety measures in the workplace and the
implementation of a vaccination program in the workplace have been signed (Baker McKenzie, 9
Apr 2021)

•

Vaccinations compulsory for health workers (DLA Piper, 6 Apr 2021)

•

Ban on dismissals may be extended to cover executives (DLA Piper, 11 Mar 2021)

•

Everything from COVID-19 vaccination to remote working (podcast) (IUS Laboris, 16 Feb 2021)

•

Salary due to employees even if business activity is suspended due to COVID-19 (Baker
McKenzie, 28 Jan 2021)

Japan
•

Re-shutting of borders for one month due to omicron variant (KPMG, 2 Dec 2021)

•

Cross-border online work increases 30% amid COVID-19 pandemic (Nikkei Asia, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Why Japan refuses to work from home — even in a deadly pandemic (Fortune, 13 Jun 2021)

•

Tax agency FAQs on withholding taxes for working from home (Japanese) (Japanese tax
authority, 19 Jan 2021)

•

Will telework boost women’s careers in Japan, South Korea (Taipei Times, 10 Jan 2021)
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Kazakhstan
•

Kazakhstan COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

Kenya
•

Kenya COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Should employers offer employees incentives to get vaccinated? (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 21 Jun
2021)

Latvia
•

Another ERU country permits employers to dismiss staff who refuse COVID-19 jab (RT, 5 Nov
2021)

Luxembourg
•

Your checklist before the COVIDCheck 3G regime becomes enforceable at your workplace (Baker
McKenzie, 4 Jan 2022)

•

Mandatory COVID checks at the workplace from 15 January 2022 (Wildgen, 4 Jan 2022)

•

Declaration of general obligation of the agreement dated 20 October 2020 on the legal regime of
teleworking (Arendt, 1 Feb 2021)

Malaysia
•

FAQs on restricted movement order for Malaysia industries (Malaysian Investment Development
Authority)

•

Employment retention program for employees who received unpaid leave notice (Social Security
Organisation)

•

COVID-19 resource center (Rajah & Tann Asia)

•

Statutory protection for employees working from home in Malaysia? (Tay & Partners, December
2021)

•

Government to supply COVID-19 self-tests to employers administering COVID-19 tests to their
employees (Malaysian) (Government, 7 Oct 2021)

•

EPF launches initiatives to ease employers’ financial constraints (EPF, 12 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19: Operating capacity of non-essential activities in manufacturing, construction, mining
and quarrying industries clarified (Skrine, 20 August 2021)
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•

More economic activities allowed under National Recovery Plan (Skrine, 17 Aug 2021)

•

Further reforms to boost business dynamism would strengthen the recovery from COVID-19, says
OECD (OECD, 12 Aug 2021)

•

Discretionary salary increments during COVID-19 (Herbert Smith Freehills (July 2021)

•

Malaysia’s prime minister launches Pemulih Package (Skrine, 29 Jun 2021)

•

Compulsory COVID-19 vaccination for employees in Malaysia? (Tay & Partners, 8 Jun 2021)

•

Your vaxxing questions answered: COVID-19 vaccination and its impact on the workplace (Skrine,
8 Jun 2021)

Malta
•

Expect the unexpected: Understanding health and safety risks post the COVID-19 pandemic
(Ganado Advocates, 20 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 Temporary Support Measures (Amendment) Regulations, 2021 (April 2021)

•

Post COVID-19: Managing a safe return to work in Malta — Guidance for employers (Fenech &
Fenech, March 2021)

Mexico
•

COVID-19 traffic light monitoring system: News for 29 November–12 December (Ogletree
Deakins, 9 Dec 2021)

•

Vaccination measures for the Mexican workplace — What employers need to know now (video)
(Baker McKenzie, 25 Oct 2021)

•

New federal guidelines for states to follow when issuing regulations regarding the third COIVD-19
wave in Mexico (video chat) (Baker McKenzie, 2 Sep 2021)

•

New federal guidelines for states to follow when issuing regulations (video discussion) (Baker
McKenzie, 17 Aug 2021)

•

Changes in the workplace now that COVID-19 vaccines are available (Baker McKenzie, 8 Apr
2021)

•

COVID-19 — Mexican government on verge of imposing new teleworking obligations on
employers (Baker McKenzie, 31 Jan 2021)

•

The Mexican Social Security Institute may determine COVID-19 is an occupational illness, risking
increases to companies’ professional risk insurance premiums (Baker McKenzie, 29 Jan 2021)
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•

Mexico’s COVID-19 vaccination program — The federal government establishes the conditions for
the participation of local governments and private sector (Baker McKenzie, 28 Jan 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination in Mexico: A guide for employers (Ius Laboris, 26 Jan 2021)

Moldova
•

Overtime and COVID-19 (registration may be required) (ILO, 26 May 2021)

Monaco
•

The future is now: The new world of work in Monaco (CMS, 12 Jan 2021)

Morocco
•

Mandatory vaccination pass required from 21 Oct 2021 (DLA Piper, 28 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 regulations update (DLA Piper, 9 Apr 2021)

Netherlands
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Can employers in the Netherlands impose self-testing for COVID-19 (Ius Laboris, 5 Jan 2021)

•

New COVID-19 measures from 28 Nov 2021 — work from home, NOW 5 (DLA Piper, 2 Dec 2021)

•

Dutch bill on Corona passes for the workplace advances (Littler, 29 Nov 2021)

•

Dutch Cabinet extends certain COVID-19 support measures (Dutch) (Government, 26 Nov 2021)

•

Bill on corona passes for workplace underway! (Littler, 24 Nov 2021)

•

Dutch government works on corona pass for the workplace (Littler, 2 Nov 2021)

•

Update on employers’ use of CoronaCheck app (Littler, 1 Nov 2021)

•

Dutch government poised to bring back masks and broaden ‛test for entry’ (Dutch News, 1 Nov
2021)

•

Considerations on employers’ use of the CoronaCheck app (Littler, 27 Sep 2021)

•

More people sign up for a vaccination after coronavirus passport news (Dutch News, 16 Sep 2021)

•

Employee not entitled to reimbursement for loss of company car during illness (Littler, 13 Sep
2021)
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•

Amsterdam — Vaccination obligation for employees returning to the office? (Baker McKenzie, 1
Sep 2021)

•

LeasePlan first Dutch company to ask staff to return to work vaccinated (Dutch News, 30 Aug
2021)

•

Ending of most economic support measures on 1 Oct 2021 (Dutch) (Government, 30 Aug 2021)

•

Q&A NOW 4 and amendment of the NOW 3 (Loyens & Loeff, 13 Aug 2021)

•

Government issues new coronavirus advice for the Netherlands (iamexpat.nl, 20 Jul 2021)

•

The Netherlands: Use the recovery from COVID-19 to address long-term challenges (OECD, 16
Jun 2021)

•

Employer and employee post-pandemic rights and obligations (Baker McKenzie, 13 May 2021)

New Zealand
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Omicron: Government’s plan to minimize risk (Government, 21 Dec 2021)

•

COVID-19 risk assessment – Vaccines only part of the solution (Hesketh Henry, 3 Dec 2021)

•

Preparing to ‛go’ under the Traffic Light System (Wynn Williams, 25 Nov 2021)

•

‛Essential’ workers not working during lockdown in New Zealand entitled to minimum wage (Ius
Laboris, 24 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 Protection Framework: Vaccination certificates and simplified risk assessment on its
way (Hesketh Henry, 23 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations: The workplace essentials (Minter Ellison Rudd Watts, 18 Nov 2021)

•

Changes to isolation to reflect vaccination status (Government, 16 Nov 2021)

•

A new framework and mandates for 1 in 5 workers (DLA Piper, 2 Nov 2021)

•

Govt backs business to vaccinate workforces (Government, 26 Oct 2021)

•

Northern parts of Northland to move to Alert level 3 (Government, 2 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 restrictions to ease in Waikato tomorrow; Auckland to move next week (Government, 1
Nov 2021)
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•

Extending the reach of the jab — the Public Health Response (Vaccinations) Order — round 3
(Hesketh Henry, 26 Oct 2021)

•

Expanded vaccination order for health and disability, education and prison workers (Government,
23 Oct 2021)

•

APEC finance ministers focus on inclusive, sustainable COVID recovery (Government, 22 Oct
2021)

•

Vaccinated staff required? Worksafe issues advice (Stuff, 21 Oct 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination for education and health and disability sectors (Wynn Williams, 14 Oct
2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination for two workforces (Government, 11 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccine policies for New Zealand employers (DLA Piper, 8 Oct 2021)

•

Govt strengthens New Zealand’s COVID-19 response (Government, 29 Sep 2021)

•

Reasons for permitted travel across Alert Level boundary expanded (Government, 28 Sep 2021)

•

Significant increase to COVID-19 penalties (Government, 21 Sep 2021)

•

Workplace mask exemptions (Anthony Harper, 16 Sep 2021)

•

More financial support for businesses (Government, 13 Sep 2021)

•

Can I mandate a COVID test? (Anthony Harper, 10 Sep 2021)

•

Employment Authority rules on “no jab, no job” (Winn Williams, 10 Sep 2021)

•

The vaccination debate –— first snapshot from the authority (Russell McVeagh, 7 Sep 2021)

•

Resurgence Support Payment amended to include new businesses (Government, 3 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations in the workplace (Cooney Lees Morgan, 1 Sep 2021)

•

Level 4 to remain in place to keep NZers safe (Government, 23 Aug 2021)

•

Record keeping to become mandatory for most events and businesses (Government, 22 Aug
2021)

•

Childcare available again for workers in Alert Level 4 businesses and services (Government, 22
Aug 2021)
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•

COVID-19 vaccinator workforce tracking well for peak of rollout (Government, 10 Aug 2021)

•

Gov’t makes COVID-19 vaccinations mandatory for more border jobs (Government, 12 Jul 2021)

•

NZ border workers fired after refusing COVID vaccine (HR Director, 4 May 2021)

•

What happens if my employee refuses to get the COVID-19 vaccination? (Hesketh Henry, 15 Apr
2021)

•

COVID vaccination and the workplace (Minter Ellison Rudd Watts, 14 Apr 2021)

Norway
•

Extension of several schemes and measures as a result of corona (Homble Olsby, 12 May 2021)

•

The employer’s obligation to pay wages in the employer period (employer period II) (Homble
Olsby, 10 May 2021)

Panama
•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination for public servants in Panama (Arias, January 2022)

•

Panama provides amnesty regime for outstanding social security contributions (Spanish)
(Government, 6 May 2021)

Peru
•

Efectos de la ampliación del trabajo remoto hasta el 31 de diciembre de 2022 (Spanish)
(Garrigues, 3 Jan 2022)

•

Compulsory vaccination for on-site work from 10 December (Baker McKenzie, 21 Dec 2021)

•

New COVID-19 guidelines for employers (Baker McKenzie, 21 Dec 2021)

•

Nuevas disposiciones para la vigilancia, prevención y control de la salud de los trabajadores con
riesgo de exposición de COVID-19 (Spanish) (Garrigues, 9 Dec 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination in the workplace from 15 December (DLA Piper, 15 Nov 2021)

•

Perύ: partir del 2 de Octubre las empresas no podrán aplicar la Suspensiόn Perfecta de Labores
(Garrigues, 17 Sep 2021)

•

Perύ amplίa el Estado de Emergencia Sanitaria y la vigencia de medidas laborales relacionadas
(Garrigues, 18 Aug 2021)
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•

Perύ avanza en el proceso de vacunaciόn y en el retorno al trabajo (Spanish) (Garrigues, 18 Aug
2021)

•

Law establishing vaccine leave (Spanish) (Official Gazette, 7 Aug 2021)

•

Private sector companies are authorized to purchase and supply the COVID-19 vaccine for their
staff (Spanish) (Garrigues, 21 Jun 2021)

•

The executive branch will compensate people who suffer adverse effects from vaccination against
COVID-19 (Baker McKenzie, 11 Jun 2021)

•

New provisions to implement the mandatory furlough from April 2021 (Baker McKenzie, 24 May
2021)

•

Temporary disability allowance is authorized for COVID-19 patients in 2021 (Baker McKenzie, 24
May 2021)

•

Regulation of the right to digital disconnection (Baker McKenzie, 15 Apr 2021)

•

Employees’ right to disconnect (Spanish) (Garrigues, 17 Mar 2021)

Philippines
•

The fine line between vaccinated and unvaccinated employees (ACCRALAW, 21 Dec 2021)

•

Bello: Employers can’t fire unvaxxed workers but may tell them not to report to work (Manila
Bulletin, 23 Oct 2021)

•

New entry rules for foreign workers and lifting of travel ban (KPMG, 8 Sep 2021)

•

Promotion of COVID-19 vaccination in the private sector and classification of COVID-19 as an
occupational and work-related disease (Baker McKenzie, 12 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19: Occupational and work-related disease (ACCRALAW, 4 May 2021)

•

Employees’ Compensation Committee lists COVID-19 as ‛compensable disease’: Department of
Labor and Employment (Philippines News Agency, 28 Apr 2021)

•

Guidelines on the administration of COVID-19 vaccines in the workplaces (Department of Labor
and Employment, 12 Mar 2021)

•

Ventilation and COVID-19 in the workplace (ACCRALAW, 9 Mar 2021)

•

Guidelines on ventilation for workplaces and public transport to prevent and control the spread of
COVID-19 (Department of Labor and Employment, 3 Mar 2021)
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•

Republic Act No.11525 establishing the vaccination program (Congress of the Philippines, 27 Feb
2021)

•

The employee’s right to receive or refuse a vaccine (ACCRALAW, 9 Feb 2021)

Poland
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Access to information on employee vaccination (DLA Piper, 23 Dec 2021)

•

Employers will (probably) be able to check their staff’s COVID-19 status (HRlaw, 22 Dec 2021)

•

The draft bill that aims to enable so-called ‛COVID’ verification of workers and co-workers
(Dentons, 20 Dec 2021)

•

Vaccination at employment establishments (Part 2) (Lexology, 30 Apr 2021)

•

Lump-sum payment of overtime of remote workers (Baker McKenzie, 15 Jan 2021)

Portugal
•

Decree-Law No. 71-A/2021, extension of extraordinary support for the progressive resumption of
activity (DLA Piper, 2 Sep 2021)

•

New rules on telecommuting and on the operating hours of establishments (Garrigues, 4 Aug
2021)

•

New rules for teleworking and staggered working hours (Garrigues, 11 Jun 2021)

•

New rules for teleworking regime (Garrigues, 7 Jun 2021)

Qatar
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

Romania
•

New COVID-19 rules relevant for employers and other employment hot topics (DLA Piper, 25 Nov
2021)

•

In Romania, hard-hit by COVID, doctors fight vaccine refusal (New York Times, 8 Nov 2021)

•

New employment updates — New obligation for employers; more flexibility for using electronic
signatures; paid day off for COVID-19 vaccination (Kinstellar, July 2021)
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•

New rules in Romanian employment: Electronic signatures, teleworking updates and exemptions
for micro-enterprises (DLA Piper, 13 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination in Romania — Frequently asked employee-related questions (Kinstellar,
January 2021)

Russia
•

Trade and service employers in Moscow and Moscow region to ensure at least 60% of employees
are COVID-19 vaccinated (CMS, 25 Jun 2021)

•

The future is now: The new world of work in Russia (CMS, 19 Apr 2021)

Saudi Arabia
•

Mandatory travel and vaccination policies in Saudi Arabia (Clyde & Co., 18 Oct 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination to attend the workplace (Baker McKenzie, 2 Sep 2021)

Serbia
•

Serbia adopts a brand-new package of economic measures (Karanovic & Partners, February
2021)

•

The Ministry of Labour’s guide through occupational health and safety when working from home
(BDK, 20 Jan 2021)

Singapore
•

Advisories on COVID-19 (Ministry of Manpower)

•

FAQs on COVID-19 (Ministry of Manpower)

•

Working remotely from Singapore due to COVID-19 (Inland Revenue Authority)

•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Singapore implements mandatory workforce vaccination measures: What employers should know
(Sidley, 6 Jan 2022)

•

Update to Singapore workforce vaccination measures; vaccination a condition for work pass/PR
applications (DLA Piper, 31 Dec 2021)

•

New workforce vaccination measures — Unvaccinated employees cannot return to the workplace
from 1 Jan 2022 (DLA Piper, 29 Oct 2021)
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•

What happens to unvaccinated employees when stricter workplace measures for COIVD-19 kick in
from Jan 1?: Explainer (Singapore Law Watch, 28 Oct 2021)

•

Tax treatment of expenses incurred on work-related assets to facilitate working from home (Inland
Revenue Authority of Singapore, 30 Sep 2021)

•

Latest COVID-19 measures including work from home and vaccine or test regime (DLA Piper, 30
Sep 2021)

•

Singapore issues new guidelines on COVID-19 vaccination in employment settings (Sidley, 17 Sep
2021)

•

Can employers require employees to be vaccinated against COVID-19? (Baker McKenzie, 6 Sep
2021)

•

Singapore’s vaccinate or regular test regime: Differentiating between vaccinated and medicallyeligible but unvaccinated employees (K&LGates, 3 Sep 2021)

•

Employers can adopt vaccination-differentiated workplace measures if they adopt VoRT regime
(DLA Piper, 1 Sep 2021)

•

Can employers require employees to be vaccinated against COVID-19? (Baker McKenzie, 25 Aug
2021)

•

COVID-19: More scrutiny by Tax Authority to concessions (KPMG, 25 Aug 2021)

•

Updated advisory on COVID-19 vaccination at the workplace (Ministry of Manpower, 23 Aug 2021)

•

Singapore relaxes social distancing measures — limited return to workplace and entry for Work
Pass Holders/Dependents (DLA Piper, 12 Aug 2021)

•

Resuming entry approvals for vaccinated work pass holders and their dependants (Government, 6
Aug 2021)

•

Tripartite advisory on COVID-19 vaccination (Herbert Smith Freehills, July 2021)

•

Can employers required employees to be vaccinated against COVID-19? (Baker McKenzie, 20 Jul
2021)

•

Requirements for safe management measures at the workplace (Ministry of Manpower, 20 Jul
2021)

•

Singapore tripartite partners issue new advisory on mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policies
(DLA Piper, 6 Jul 2021)
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•

11 companies fined for not adopting work-from-home as default arrangement (DLA Piper, 27 May
2021)

•

New COVID-19 restrictions including work from home (DLA Piper, 19 May 2021)

•

Relief for construction firms facing higher foreign manpower costs due to COVID-19 (Rajah &
Tann, May 2021)

•

Making it mandatory to be vaccinated against COVID-19: A framework for employers (Law
Gazette, April 2021)

•

Budget speech 2021 — Emerging stronger together (Rajah & Tann Asia, February 2021)

Slovakia
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

COVID-19 related rules for employers and access to workplace (DLA Piper, 7 Dec 2021)

•

Incentives for vaccination in Slovakia: Issues with a new proposal (Ius Laboris, 1 Oct 2021)

•

Slovakia’s labour inspectorate issues interpretation on vaccination of employees (CMS, 9 Sep
2021)

•

The new world of work in Slovakia (CMS, 30 Mar 2021)

•

New guidance on working from home and occupational health and safety in Slovakia (Ius Laboris,
8 Mar 2021)

Slovenia
•

Eight anti-Corona Act — Measures related to employment relationships (Karanovic partners,
February 2021)

•

Law No. 315, on additional relief measures due to the coronavirus pandemic (Slovenian)
(Official journal, 4 Feb 2021)

South Africa
•

Regulations and guidelines — COVID-19 (Government)

•

COVID-19: All you need to know (Government)

•

Revised COVID-19 protocols on hold (Government, 29 Dec 2021)
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•

Employers guide to the COVID-19 holiday season — the new world of work in 2022 (Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr, November 2021)

•

SA to remain on Alert Level 1 (Government, 28 Nov 2021)

•

Are employers obliged to grant employees leave over the holiday period where they have
exhausted sick leave provisions due to COVID-19 infection or exposure? (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr,
22 Nov 2021)

•

The vexed issue of mandatory vaccinations (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 22 Nov 2021)

•

Compensation for side effects of mandatory COVID-19 vaccination (Baker McKenzie, 17 Nov
2021)

•

Government will continue to prioritise COVID-19 response (Government, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccinations: A checklist for considering religious exemptions (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 8
Nov 2021)

•

Presidential employment stimulus moves to second phase (Government, 18 Oct 2021)

•

National state of disaster on COVID-19 extended to 15 November (Government, 14 Oct 2021)

•

Government launches digital COVID-19 vaccination certificate (Government, 8 Oct 2021)

•

Infographic: A quick step-by-step guide to managing objections to mandatory vaccinations (Cliffe
Dekker Hofmeyr, 4 Oct 2021)

•

It’s ‛virtually’ an office — remote working and employment law considerations (EnSight, 21 Sep
2021)

•

Online African COVID-19 green stimulus programme launched (Government, 16 Sep 2021)

•

National state of disaster regulations remain a necessity in fight against COVID-19 (Government,
16 Sep 2021)

•

UIF calls on employers to resolve errors on COVID-19 TERS portal (Government, 15 Sep 2021)

•

Government to introduce new digital COVID-19 certificate (Government, 10 Sep 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccinations: Can employees be dismissed for declining a jab? (Herbert Smith
Freehills, 7 Sep 2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination is not government’s priority: Phaahla (Government, 3 Sep 2021)

•

KZN extends contracts for staff at COVID-19 sites (Government, 27 Aug 2021)
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•

Vaccinate, urges Minister as fourth wave looms (Government, 27 Aug 2021)

•

Vaccination critical to preserving jobs, says Nxesi (Government, 25 Aug 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccinations in the workplace: Can employers dismiss employees who are not
vaccinated? (Herbert Smith Freehills, 18 Aug 2021)

•

Mandatory vaccination policies in the workplace: Have you done your risk assessment? (Herbert
Smith Freehills, 16 Aug 2021)

•

Media statement: Consultation on emergency tax measures in response to the continuing COVID19 pandemic and recent unrest in the country (Treasury, 12 Aug 2021)

•

In for the long haul? Managing employees who suffer from long COVID (ENSafrica, 10 Aug 2021)

•

Protecting employees from COVID-19 (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 2 Aug 2021)

•

Employers not complying with health and safety measures (South African News, 12 Jul 2021)

•

An employer’s guide to mandatory workplace vaccination policies (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 12 Jul
2021)

•

Guidance issued on mandatory vaccination policies for the workplace (Baker McKenzie, 15 Jun
2021)

•

Employers urged to accommodate stuff (South African Government News Agency, 14 Jun 2021)

•

Employee fairly dismissed for coming to work COVID-19 positive (Baker McKenzie, 8 Jun 2021)

•

Different approaches to COVID-19 breaches in the workplace (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 7 Jun 2021)

•

Persuade and conquer — NEDLAC agreement on workplace vaccinations (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr,
31 May 2021)

•

A legal perspective on dealing with employees who refuse to mask up (ENSafrica, 25 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccine injury scheme explained (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 10 May 2021)

•

Time for introspection — are we taking COVID-19 protocols seriously? (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 19
Apr 2021)

•

Personal data off limits? Employee privacy and the COVID-19 vaccine (ENSafrica, 9 Mar 2021)

•

Can employers discipline employees for conduct outside of the workplace that involves recklessly
exposing themselves to COVID-19? (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, 8 Mar 2021)
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•

Take it or leave: Dismissal and the COVID-19 vaccine (ENSafrica, 23 Feb 2021)

•

Undocumented foreign nationals/persons in South Africa to also benefit from the COVID-19
vaccine rollout: Nuances to be alive, to (Cliff Dekker Hofmeyr, 15 Feb 2021)

•

Can employers justify compelling employees to receive the COVID-19 vaccine? (ENSight, 9 Feb
2021)

•

South African employers: Are your employees as excited about the COVID-19 vaccine as you are?
(ENSafrica, 29 Jan 2021)

•

President outlines COVID-19 vaccination programme (Government, 12 Jan 2021)

South Korea
•

Rights watchdog urges end to ‘discriminatory’ coronavirus testing requirement for foreign workers
(The Korea Herald, 23 Mar 2021)

•

Will telework boost women’s careers in Japan, South Korea (Taipei Times, 10 Jan 2021)

Spain
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Travel restrictions extended except for vaccinated travellers (KPMG, 10 Dec 2021)

•

Updated COVID-19 measures (DLA Piper, 23 Nov 2021)

•

Further extension of ERTEs due to COVID-19 (DLA Piper, 13 Oct 2021)

•

Extension of Erte COVID-19 until 28 Feb 2022 (Spanish) (Augusta Abogados, 28 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 can companies retrieve recoverable paid leave in 2021? (Garrigues, 29 Jul 2021)

•

Updated close contact guidelines for vaccinated persons (DLA Piper, 22 Jul 2021)

•

Effective implementation of recovery plan will strengthen COVID-19 recovery (OECD, 27 May
2021)

•

Royal Decree-Law 11/2021, dated May 27, on urgent measures to protect employment, reactive
the economy and protect self-employed workers: New extension of ERTES and other social
measures (Baker McKenzie, May 2021)

•

New COVID-19 measures adopted including extension on unfair dismissal ban (DLA Piper, 27 Apr
2021)
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•

Uncertainty continues to surround the supposed prohibition to dismiss workers on COIVD-19
related grounds (Garrigues, 25 Mar 2021)

•

Can COVID-19 be considered a stigmatized illness for characterization of a dismissal in Spain?
(Garrigues, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Spain approves plan to support working mothers (Euractiv, 10 Mar 2021)

•

Teleworkers can now benefit from the exceptional aid for families due to the suspension of in
person curricular and non-curricular activities (Garrigues, 23 Feb 2021)

•

Royal Decree-Law 2/2021 of 26 January on reinforcement and consolidation of social measures in
the protection of employment (Hogan Lovells, 29 Jan 2021)

Sweden
•

Consultation on reduction of employers’ social security contributions, payroll taxes for employees
aged between 18 and 23 (Swedish) (Taxation Office)

•

Extended measures in response to COVID-19 (Vinge, 15 Jun 2021))

•

COVID-19: Is your payment of social security affected by your employees working from home, e.g.
in Sweden? (Bird & Bird, January 2021)

•

Can employees force employees to take the COVID-19 vaccine (Bird & Bird, January 2021)

Switzerland
•

Coronavirus information hub (German) (Walderwyss)

•

Coronavirus — Use of the certificate in the workplace (MME, September 2021)

•

Certificate requirement at the workplace? (MLL Meyerlustenberger Lachenal Froriep, 28 Sep
2021)

•

COVID-19 certificate at the place of work (Vischer, 13 Sep 2021)

•

Extension of flexible social security rules to 31 December (KPMG, 25 Jun 2021)

•

Germany and Switzerland extend agreement on taxation of cross-border workers during COVID19 pandemic (German) (German government, 23 Jun 2021)

•

Compulsory to work from home or test concept? (MME, June 2021)

•

Coronavirus: Compulsory vaccination at the workplace? (MME, January 2021)
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•

Home office during the pandemic: Recommendation or duty? Challenges? (MME, January 2021)

•

Corona income compensation for employees in quarantine? (Walderwyss, July 2020)

•

Short-time work and termination: How does that work? (MME, May 2020)

•

Companies must pay share of rent for employees working from home (SwissInfo.ch, 24 May 2020)

•

Vacation pay and overtime compensation despite reduced working hours (Vischer, 3 Apr 2020)

Taiwan
•

Taiwan entry restrictions extended through February 2022 (Mayer Brown, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Issues regarding office closure due to COVID-19 (Baker McKenzie, 19 Jul 2021)

•

In response to rising COVID-19 cases, Taiwan continues banning foreign nationals (Mayer Brown,
14 July 2021)

•

TSMC and Foxconn join forces to secure vaccines for Taiwan (subscription required) (Financial
Times, 12 Jul 2021)

•

Issues regarding office closure due to COVID-19 (Baker McKenzie, 6 Jul 2021)

•

Obligation to pay employee wages during government ordered temporary closures (Nishimura &
Asahi, 28 May 2021)

•

Extension of individual income tax filing, payment deadlines (KPMG, 26 May 2021)

•

What employers need to know about epidemic warning level 3 (Baker McKenzie, 18 May 2021)

Thailand
•

Working from home/remotely and flexible working hours from a labour law perspective (Nishimura
& Asahi, January 2022)

•

Riding the waves — What the workplace post-pandemic might look like (Baker McKenzie, 29 Dec
2021)

•

No more quarantine for foreign nationals entering by air (KPMG, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Thailand is open — for those who conquer its digital travel pass (subscription required) (Financial
Times, 9 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 measures worth noting for employers (South Asia Law, October 2021)
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•

Riding the waves: What the workplace post-pandemic might look like? (Baker McKenzie, October
2021)

•

Government subsidy to help employee costs for employers (Baker McKenzie, 19 Oct 2021)

•

Thailand announces 3 months extension of social security contributions reductions (DLA Piper, 13
Sep 2021)

•

Workers’ compensation for employees who catch COVID-19 at work (Tilleke & Gibbens, 13 Sep
2021)

•

Recommencing visa issuance and certificates of entry in certain cases (KPMG, 3 Sep 2021)

•

Epidemic labor breaking news: Employers cannot impose vaccination or screening mandate on
employees (Lee, Tsai & Partners, 1 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 relief measure for pregnant workers (Baker McKenzie, August 2021)

•

Workplace reopening: Mandates and other safety measures under Thai law (Tilleke & Gibbins, 26
Aug 2021)

•

Thailand deploys relief measures to help insured persons under the Social Security Act (Tilleke &
Gibbons, 23 Aug 2021)

•

How employers can temporarily shut down their businesses to weather the COVID-19 situation
(Tilleke & Gibbins, 5 Aug 2021)

•

Updated COVID-19 relief measures for employers and employees (Baker McKenzie, July 2021)

•

Further assistance from the Social Security Office as Thailand heads to further lockdown (DLA
Piper, 23 Jul 2021)

•

Managing employees’ mental well-being during remote working (Baker McKenzie, 12 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19 situation update (Nishimura & Asahi, 2 Jun 2021)

•

Managing employees’ mental well-being during remote working (Baker McKenzie, May 2021)

•

Can you require your employees to vaccinate against COVID-19? (Chandler CHM, 5 May 2021)

Turkey
•

An overview of vaccination and PCR testing policies at workplaces (Gün & Partners, 13 Oct 2021)

•

Obligation of COVID-19 vaccination and its impact on employment contracts (NSN, 9 Oct 2021)
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•

What does the DPA’s announcement on COVID-19 test results and vaccination information cover?
(Esin, 1 Oct 2021)

•

Letter from the Ministry of Labor and Social Security about COVID-19 measures at workplaces
(Esin, 23 Sep 2021)

•

Processing of personal data related to COVID-19 test results and vaccination-infection status of
employees (Gün & partners, 14 Sep 2021)

•

New announcement from the Ministry of Labour and Social Security about unvaccinated
employees (Esin Attorney Partnership, 6 Sep 2021)

•

Newsletter on COVID-19 measures at workplaces (Bener, 3 Sep 2021)

•

Remote working in the new normal after COVID-19 (Gün & Partners, 9 Jul 2021)

•

COVID-19: Termination prohibition and unpaid leave further extended (Esin Attorney Partnership,
4 May 2021)

Ukraine
•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

New law on remote work entered into force in Ukraine (Asters, 2 Mar 2021)

United Arab Emirates (UAE)
•

Mandatory COVID-19 tests every fortnight for unvaccinated employees (Al Tamimi & Co., 23 Mar
2021)

•

COVID-19 measures in Dubai and Abu Dhabi (Afridi & Angell, 14 Feb 2021)

•

Most interesting questions answered about annual leaves during pandemic (Dr. Hassan Elhais, 24
Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 PCR tests for private businesses in Abu Dhabi — Circular 09/2021 (Schlüter Graf, 9
Feb 2021)

•

UAE public sector introduces mandatory COVID-19 testing (Clyde & Co, 19 Jan 2021)

•

Navigating UAE employment risks in a post-COVID world (Pinsent Masons, 15 Jan 2021)

United Kingdom (UK)
•

COVID-19: An update for trustees, employers and administrators (The Pensions Regulator)
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•

Coronavirus: Advice for employers and employees (Advisory Conciliation and Arbitration Service)

•

Coronavirus hub (Confederation of British Industry)

•

Coronavirus: Keeping you up to date and supporting your business (British Chamber of
Commerce)

•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Coronavirus recovery — six data protection steps for organisations (Information Commissioner’s
Office)

•

5 ways COVID-19 impacted background checks (CRI Group)

•

COVID-19 toolkit (Business Disability Forum)

•

Ikea cuts sick pay for unvaccinated UK staff who are forced to self-isolate (Retail Gazette, 10 Jan
2022)

•

Will employers mandate COVID-19 vaccinations for employees in 2022? (Keystone Law, 4 Jan
2022)

•

Businesses urged to consider employees’ mental health as government reintroduces ‘work from
home’ guidance in England (People Management, 9 Dec 2021)

•

Government imposes 'Plan B' COVID restrictions in England (DLA Piper, 9 Dec 2021)

•

Britain introduces tougher COVID measures as cases surge (New York Times, 8 Dec 2021)

•

Home again, naturally: Five key WFH action points for HR (Fox Williams, 7 Dec 2021)

•

Government implements Plan B-lite with new measures which impact on employers (DLA Piper,
29 Nov 2021)

•

Long COVID and the implications for employers (TLT, 17 Nov 2021)

•

New guidance on WHO emergency use vaccines (Envoy, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Overview of joint and several liability notices for the taxation of coronavirus (COVID-19) support
payments (Government, 9 Nov 2021)

•

The great resignation: Stemming the tide (Bird & Bird, November 2021)

•

What does the Scottish COVID-19 passport scheme mean for employers (Brodies LLP, 26 Oct
2021
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•

An employer’s guide to navigating the vaccination status minefield (CM Murray, 21 Oct 2021)

•

How have the unions fared during COVID — and what of the future? (Ius Laboris, 21 Oct 2021)

•

UK COVID-19: Dealing with flexible working requests post COVID-19 (Bryan Cave Leighton
Paisner, 19 Oct 2021)

•

COVID-19: What next for UK employers, Part 5 — Are they at risk under the away goals rule?
(Squire Patton Boggs, 18 Oct 2021)

•

Remote and hybrid working: The FCA’s expectations (Dechert LLP, 14 Oct 2021)

•

Blackstone will mandate vaccination for some London workers, a rare step in Britain (The New
York Times, 13 Oct 2021)

•

UK taxman seizes £26.5m furlough funds from ‘entrepreneur’ (subscription required) (Financial
Times, 13 Oct 2021)

•

England’s international COVID travel rules have been simplified (The New York Times, 4 Oct
2021)

•

Quick guide on bringing employees back to work (Squire Patton Boggs, October 2021)

•

What to consider when implementing a vaccination policy in your organization (Bird & Bird,
October 2021)

•

Long COVID could become a major problem for employers (Stevens & Bolton LLP, 8 Oct 2021)

•

Self-isolation issues for employers: When must individuals self-isolate? (Stevens & Bolton, 7 Oct
2021)

•

UK managers plan slow return to office as COVID concerns remain (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 6 Oct 2021)

•

COIVD-19 vaccination incentives and surcharges OK’d in group health plan guidance (McGuire
Woods, 5 Oct 2021)

•

What are the risks of mandatory vaccination policies in the workplace? (Littler, 30 Sep 2021)

•

Government outlines its proposals for Plan B mandatory COVID certification (DLA Piper, 29 Sep
2021)

•

Furlough was ‛huge success’ but risks of rising unemployment remain, says think tank (People
Management, 27 Sep 2021)

•

Further extension of COVID-19 adjustment to right to work checks (Mayer Brown, 27 Sep 2021)
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•

Firms hand back £1.3bn in furlough cash, official figures show (People Management, 22 Sep
2021)

•

UK employers grapple with vaccine policies (subscription required) (Financial Times, 22 Sep 2021)

•

Should staff still attend the workplace if they have been ‛pinged?’ (People Management, 21 Sep
2021)

•

COVID-19: What next for UK employers, Part 3 (Squire Patton Boggs, 21 Sep 2021)

•

Furlough fallout — Four lessons from the employment tribunal (Fox Williams, 21 Sep 2021)

•

The COVID-19 autumn and winter plan: Key points for employers (DLA Piper, 15 Sep 2021)

•

Coronavirus statutory sick pay rebate scheme to end on 30 Sep 2021 (Dentons, 14 Sep 2021)

•

Line managers focusing on output over hours since COVID, research finds (People Management,
9 Sep 2021)

•

Furlough and the coronavirus job retention scheme (Acas, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Law firms in legal quandary over COVID jabs as staff return to office (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 31 Aug 2021)

•

Making furloughed employees redundant (Dentons, 30 Aug 2021)

•

COVID-19 right to work check concessions extended until 5 Apr 2022 (Seyfarth, 27 Aug 2021)

•

Workplace COVID testing and mask-wearing (Collyer Bristow, 26 Aug 2021)

•

Is long COVID protected as a disability under the Equality Act 2010 (Addleshaw Goddard, 24 Aug
2021)

•

I’m being asked to go back to the office, what are my rights in the UK? (The Guardian, 20 Aug
2021)

•

Is the ‘Right to Work’ check fit for a post-COVID-19 office environment? (Bird & Bird, August 2021)

•

Changes to the rules on self-isolation: Implications for employers (Stevens & Bolton, 13 Aug 2021)

•

Self-isolation, COVID-19 vaccinations and GDPR: Employers’ questions answered (Irwin Mitchell,
11 Aug 2021)

•

Face coverings at work post lockdown (Charles Russell Speechlys, 6 Aug 2021)
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•

Number of alerts sent by NHS COVID app falls sharply (subscription required) (Financial Times, 5
Aug 2021)

•

Return to workplaces: Key considerations for employers — survey results (DLA Piper, 3 Aug 2021)

•

UK watchdog warns employers over ‛no jab, no job’ policies (Politico, 1 Aug 2021)

•

Getting the coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine for work (ACAS, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Management of long COVID from an employer perspective (Dentons, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Critical work self-isolation exemption; new guidance on hybrid working and COVID-19 status
checks (Herbert Smith Freehills, 30 Jul 2021)

•

The legality and business impact of vaccine passports (subscription required) (Financial Times, 30
Jul 2021)

•

UK Ministers back companies that insist staff must be fully vaccinated (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 30 Jul 2021)

•

Government response to ‛pingdemic’ — Key issues for employers (DLA Piper, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Introduction of NHS COVID pass and its implications on international travelers (Baker McKenzie,
27 Jul 2021)

•

How should an employer react to an employee being ‘pinged’ by the NHS COVID-19 app? (SM
Murray, 21 Jul 2021)

•

Redesigning work: Five steps to hybrid working (Taylor Vinters, 16 Jul 2021)

•

Guidance published on working safely from 19 July as employers prepare for return to workplaces
(DLA Piper, 15 Jul 2021)

•

Employers will need to adopt a common sense and flexible approach if they are to avoid
unnecessary conflict in the workplace and potential discrimination claims (Collyer Bristow, 13 Jul
2021)

•

Boris Johnson shifts COVID onus on to companies and individuals (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 12 Jul 2021)

•

Returning to work in Scotland: Considerations for employers (Dentons, 9 Jul 2021)

•

Labor unions seek appellate review of OSHA COVID-19 emergency temporary standard (Jackson
Lewis, 8 Jul 2021)
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•

TUC — Government is refusing to consult unions and employees on back-to-work safety plans
(TUC, 8 Jul 2021)

•

Employment law coffee break: COVID-19 update and health and safety considerations for hybrid
working (Osborne Clarke, 8 Jul 2021)

•

Income tax and national insurance contributions: Exemption for home-office expenses (HMRC, 6
Jul 2021)

•

Graduate jobs after the pandemic: I’m only an email address to my team (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 4 Jul 2021)

•

Not music to the ears — whistleblowing at the end of lockdown (Squire Patton Boggs, 22 Jun
2021)

•

No extension to government furlough scheme (Baker McKenzie, 22 Jun 2021)

•

Workers’ experiences of long COVID (TUC, 20 Jun 2021)

•

Bosses should persuade staff back to the office (subscription required) (Financial Times,18 Jun
2021)

•

The future of flexible work (TUC, 18 Jun 2021)

•

Working from home: How classism covertly dominated the conversation (The Conversation, 17
Jun 2021)

•

Redundancy might not be your only option (Gilson Gray, 17 Jun 2021)

•

UK ministers reject post-COVID ‘right to work from home’ (subscription required) (Financial Times,
17 Jun 2021)

•

Treasury lands £1bn windfall as companies repay furlough cash (Financial Times, 17 Jun 2021)

•

One jab or two? Vaccination status risks ‛divided workplace’ (Personnel Today, 14 Jun 2021)

•

Will a ‘five-day office week’ really become the norm again (People Management, 11 Jun 2021)

•

Workplace testing and vaccinations: What employers need to know (Shoosmiths, 11 Jun 2021)

•

Employee who asked to be furloughed because of fears about COVID-19 was not unfairly
dismissed (Irwin Mitchell, 8 Jun 2021)

•

COVID-19: Dismissal for refusing to agree variation to employment contract is unfair (Dentons, 7
Jun 2021)
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•

Disabled workers’ experiences during the pandemic (TUC, 5 Jun 2021)

•

Survey shows wide differences in approach to flexible working practices during pandemic (British
Chambers of Commerce, 31 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination FAQ (Morton Fraser, 31 May 2021)

•

Gender and COVID-19: The impact of the pandemic on working fathers — an opportunity to
encourage a more equal workplace culture? (Clyde Co., 27 May 2021)

•

Return-to-workplace worries are affecting employee mental health (HR Executive, 26 May 2021)

•

Vaccination policies — what employers should consider (Mackrell Solicitors, 24 May 2021)

•

TUC — Employers ‛massively under-reporting’ COVID work-related deaths (TUC, 23 May 2021)

•

Post-pandemic flexible working (Clyde & Co., 21 May 2021)

•

The impact of COVID-19 on social mobility in the workplace (Shoosmiths, 19 May 2021)

•

Working from home — Current government guidance around the UK (Morton Fraser, 17 May
2021)

•

Committee publishes government response to report on coronavirus and the gendered economic
impact (Government, 14 May 2021)

•

Vaccinations in the workplace: The privacy conundrum (Eversheds Sutherland, 10 May 2021)

•

Employees should continue working from home indefinitely, say SAGE (HRreview, 11 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 and the impact on disabled employees in the workplace (Shoosmiths, 6 May 2021)

•

COVID-19, health and safety dismissal (Reed Smith, 5 May 2021)

•

Vaccinating employees against COVID-19 — What is the current legal position? (Keebles, April
2021)

•

Sickness and absence because of long COVID — advice for employers and employees (Acas, 30
Apr 2021)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Latest advice for employers and employees (Acas, 30 Apr 2021)

•

Right to work check rules updated (Envoy, 30 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 in the workplace: Requiring vaccinations and making exceptions (Drew Eckl Farnham,
30 Apr 2021)
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•

COVID-19 vaccination: What are the potential discrimination issues? (Brodies, 28 Apr 2021)

•

COVID related claims: Taking action against employees who refuse to attend the workplace due to
worries about COVID infection (DAC Beachcroft, 29 Apr 2021)

•

UK and European banks plan to slash business trips after pandemic (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 25 Apr 2021)

•

Pandemic is no excuse for employer’s unfair selection process when implementing a redundancy
(Arthur Cox, 22 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 and insecure work (TUC, 16 Apr 2021)

•

If you are dismissed for a COVID-19 related absence, could this be automatically unfair? (Dentons,
15 Apr 2021)

•

Collecting vaccination status data: The data implications for employers (Dechert, 9 Apr 2021)

•

Three in five employees planning career changes because of COVID, survey finds (People
Management, 8 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19: Employee who refused to wear a mask was fairly dismissed (Irwin Mitchell, 8 Apr
2021)

•

New Acas guidance on the return to the workplace — the importance of talking back to your
workers (Squire Patton Boggs, 7 Apr 2021)

•

Safe return to the workplace (TUC, 2 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 and vaccinations — employment and data privacy considerations (Hogan Lovells, 29
Mar 2021)

•

Workplace testing — FAQs for employers (Lewis Silkin, 29 Mar 2021)

•

‛Long Covid’ — A disability in the eyes of the law? (Brodies, 24 Mar 2021)

•

COVID-19 and the workforce thinkhouse (on demand webinar) (Gowling WLG, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Domestic and economic abuse: What do employers need to think about? (Stephen Harwood, 8
Mar 2021)

•

Can our EU staff obtain settled status if they returned to their homeland during COVID-19? (Irwin
Mitchell, 4 Mar 2021)

•

Changes in the workplace now that we have COVID-19 vaccines (video) (Baker McKenzie, 4 Mar
2021)
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•

Odds increase on OSHA issuing COVID-19 emergency temporary standards (OSHA Chronicle, 3
Mar 2021)

•

Flexible working and employee mental health (Shoosmiths, February 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination — How employers can prepare (webinar) (Acuity Law, February 2021)

•

Possible use of COVID vaccine passports raises data protection concerns (Ropes & Gray, 24 Feb
2021)

•

On the basis of sex — Select Committee report into economic impact of coronavirus (Hogan
Lovells, 22 Feb 2021)

•

Lateral flow testing: Is your business ready? (Stevens & Bolton, 18 Feb 2021)

•

HR Data: HR considerations when introducing workplace COVID-19 testing (Taylor Vinters, 17
Feb 2021)

•

New technology to help identify those at high risk from COVID-19 (Government, 16 Feb 2021)

•

‛Don’t confuse flexible working with remote working’ (Personnel Today, 16 Feb 2021)

•

Equalities watchdog urged to investigate UK’s pandemic response (BBC, 15 Feb 2021)

•

Long COVID — implications for employers (Slaughter & May, 10 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations: Key considerations for UK employers (Katten, 8 Feb 2021)

•

What can employers do to encourage vaccine update? (BRINK, 7 Feb 2021)

•

Tackling sexual misconduct in the virtual workplace (Kingsley Napley, 4 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 mandatory vaccinations in the workplace — key considerations for UK employers
(Baker McKenzie, 29 Jan 2021)

•

COVID-19 and work from home — Can you monitor your employees under GDPR? (Fox Williams,
28 Jan 2021)

•

Employee mental health in a COVID-19 world (Baker McKenzie, 25 Jan 2021)

•

No jab, no job: The murky world of mandatory vaccinations (Duane Morris, 22 Jan 2021)

•

Workplace support for victims of domestic abuse: Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy Report (Dentons, 22 Jan 2021)
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•

Should you furlough staff who are having to home school their children? (Irwin Mitchell, 16 Jan
2021)

•

Can an employer legally require their staff to get the COVID-19 vaccine? (CM Murray, 15 Jan
2021)

•

Long COVID — implications for employers (Irwin Mitchell, 12 Jan 2021)

•

Home schooling for working parents — options for employers and employees (Boyes Turner, 11
Jan 2021)

•

Flexible working: Can we go back on arrangements in future? (Personnel Today, 8 Jan 2021)

•

How can HR support working parents during lockdown? (People Management, 7 Jan 2021)

•

COVID-19 coronavirus — Guidance for unions (TUC, 4 Jan 2021)

United States (US)
Federal guidance
•

Path out of the pandemic: President Biden’s COVID-19 action plan (White House)

•

COVID-19 and the Fair Labor Standards Act questions and answers (Department of Labor)

•

COVID-19 and the Family and Medical Leave Act Questions and Answers (Department of Labor)

•

COVID-19 and the American Workplace (Department of Labor)

•

Families First Coronavirus Response Act: Questions and Answers (Department of Labor)

•

COVID-19 (US Occupational Safety and Health Administration)

•

Coronavirus resources (Department of Labor)

•

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and COVID-19 (Health & Human Services)

•

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) coronavirus (COVID-19) response (SEC)

•

Combating coronavirus (US Chamber of Commerce)

•

COVID-19-related tax credits for required paid leave provided by small and midsize businesses
FAQs (Internal Revenue Service)

•

Interim clinical considerations for use of mRNA COVID-19 vaccines currently authorized in the US
(Centers for Disease Control)
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•

Coronavirus and COVID-19 (Society for Human Resource Management)

•

Coronavirus resource center (Ropes & Gray)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) resources for employers (Littler)

•

COVID-19 (coronavirus) hub (Dentons)

•

Coronavirus taskforce knowledge center (Ford Harrison)

•

Coronavirus (COVID-19) resource center (Faegre Drinker)

•

Coronavirus resource center (Proskauer)

•

Coronavirus and COVID-19 (US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission)

•

What you should know about COVID-19 and the American Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act
and other Equal Employment Opportunity laws (US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission)

•

COVID-19 resources (Barnes & Thornburg)

•

COVID-19 coronavirus resource center (Locke Lord)

•

COVID-19 resource center (Pepper Hamilton, LLP)

•

COVID-19 hub (Gordon & Rees)

•

COVID-19 tax policy updates (Deloitte)

•

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to begin mandate enforcement in late January
(Barnes & Thornburg, 6 Jan 2022)

•

Goldman Sachs asks US employees to work from home until 18 January (Reuters, 3 Jan 2022)

•

Op-Ed: Will the Supreme Court back sensible workplace vaccine mandates (Los Angeles Times, 3
Jan 2022)

•

Biden asks Supreme Court to uphold vaccine mandate for large businesses (New York Post, 31
Dec 2021)

•

Another US federal court preliminary enjoins contractor COVID vaccine rule (Mayer Brown, 28 Dec
2021)

•

Updates on legal challenges to Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and OSHA
vaccine mandate rule (American Hospital Association, 28 Dec 2021)
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•

Sixth Circuit lifts stay of OSHA vaccine mandate — Emergency Temporary Standard in effect
starting January 4, 2022 (for now) (Squire Patton Boggs, 18 Dec 2021)

•

EEOC issues guidance on COVID-19 and disability protections under the Americans with
Disabilities Act (Bowditch & Dewey, 15 Dec 2021)

•

Client Alert: EEOC Issues Guidance on COVID-19 and Disability Protections Under the Americans
with Disabilities Act (Bowditch & Dewey, 15 Dec 2021)

•

US federal court preliminarily enjoins vaccine mandate for federal contractors nationwide and the
government responds (Mayer Brown, 13 Dec 2021)

•

Nationwide halt on implementation of federal contractor vaccine rule issued (Squire Patton Boggs,
7 Dec 2021)

•

Can an employer require that employees attending a company holiday party be vaccinated?
(Littler, 7 Dec 2021)

•

Stricter testing requirements for all US-bound travelers (KPMG, 3 Dec 2021)

•

Executive order mandating federal contractor vaccination blocked in three states (Squire Patton
Boggs, 1 Dec 2021)

•

Omicron variant spurs travel ban on Southern African nations (KPMG, 1 Dec 2021)

•

EEOC expands its COVID-19 guidance to address retaliation (Shawe Rosenthall LLP, 30 Nov
2021)

•

Biden administration issues new executive order to restrict international travel in response to
Omicron variant of COVID-19 (Littler, 29 Nov 2021)

•

Wall Street warms up, grudgingly, to remote work, unthinkable before COVID (The New York
Times, 24 Nov 2021)

•

New guidance addresses HIPAA rules and COVID-19 vaccination information in the workplace
(Practical Benefits Lawyer, 23 Nov 2021)

•

Employer-provided COVID-19 testing: An employee benefits Q&A (Ogletree Deakins, 18 Nov
2021)

•

Fates of OSHA’s COVID-19 vaccine ETS in the hands of Sixth Circuity Court (Jackson Lewis, 17
Nov 2021)

•

Updates to EEOC COVID-19 guidance reminds employers of general anti-retaliation protections
for employees (Jackson Lewis, 17 Nov 2021)
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•

Extended interest rate relief now law (Mercer, 16 Nov 2021)

•

House retirement bill advances, seeks scrutiny of pension risk transfers (Mercer, 15 Nov 2021)

•

Impacts of 5th circuit extension on employers’ OSHA ETS compliance (Seyfarth, 15 Nov 2021)

•

Federal contracts and vaccine mandates: A new order (Jackson Lewis, November 2021)

•

Fifth Circuit enjoins OSHA from enforcing mandatory vaccination or test emergency regulations
(Littler, 13 Nov 2021)

•

Second Circuit gives the green light on New York’s vaccine mandate banning religious exemptions
for health care workers (Venable, 12 Nov 2021)

•

IRS A&As explain ARPA’s COBRA premium subsidy program (Mercer, 12 Nov 2021)

•

Employee retention credit set to end early (Lane Powell, 12 Nov 2021)

•

Deadlines continue for health plans and participants (Mercer, 12 Nov 2021)

•

More revisions to the government contractor vaccine mandate (Bass Berry & Sims, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Breaking: NLRB General Counsel issues memo on bargaining obligations under OSHA’s
vaccination requirements (Proskauer, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Now available: Model employment policy for compliance with OSHA’s emergency temporary
standard (Squire Patton Boggs, 11 Nov 2021)

•

Businesses left in limbo on COVID-19 mandate (McDermott, Will Emery, 10 Nov 2021)

•

5th Circuit stays enforcement of OSHA’s vaccination rule (Masuda Funai, 8 Nov 2021)

•

What healthcare employers need to know about the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid vaccine
mandate (Jackson Lewis, 8 Nov 2021)

•

Fifth Circuit hits pause on OSHA COVID-19 vaccine or testing emergency standard (Jackson
Lewis, 8 Nov 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccinations now mandatory for millions of healthcare workers (Venable, 8 Nov 2021)

•

OSHA’s ETS effects paid leave for COVID-19 vaccines or tests (OSHA ETS) (Littler, 5 Nov 2021)

•

OSHA’s vaccine and testing guidance: Your top 5 questions answered (Mercer, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Speak softly and carry a big stick: Workers may experience unexpected consequences for refusing
COVID-19 vaccine (Holland & Hart, 4 Nov 2021)
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•

CMS issues broad COVID-19 vaccine requirements for healthcare employers (Littler, 4 Nov 2021)

•

OSHA releases COVID-19 emergency temporary standard: Here’s what it means for employers
(Bass Barry, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Department of Labor issues emergency temporary standard to protect workers from coronavirus
(Department of Labor, 4 Nov 2021)

•

The US is reopening. Here’s what travelers need to know about testing, boosters and more (The
New York Times, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Federal contractors now have until 4 January for their covered workforce to be vaccinated (Crowell
Moring, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Contractor vaccine mandate deadline will be extended to 4 Jan 2022 (Proskauer, 4 Nov 2021)

•

Updates to the US federal contractor vaccine mandate — but will they matter? (Mayer Brown, 3
Nov 2021)

•

Increased OSHA activity should serve as a warning to employers: Adopt safety policies AND
enforce them (Akerman, 1 Nov 2021)

•

EEOC provides technical guidance on vaccine ‘religious’ objections (Brouse McDowell, 1 Nov
2021)

•

Top Tip: Employers — HIPAA does not apply to proof of vaccination (or other employee medical
records in your possession)! (Shawe Rosenthall, 29 Oct 2021)

•

EEOC issues guidance on religious exemption to COVID-19 vaccine requirements (Shawe
Rosenthal, 25 Oct 2021)

•

Can employers ask for proof of COVID-19 vaccination status under HIPAA (Mayer Brown, 21 Oct
2021)

•

EEOC updates guidance on COVID-19 vaccination incentive programs (Squire Patton Boggs, 15
Oct 2021)

•

Lifting travel restrictions at land borders in November 2021 (KPMG, 15 Oct 2021)

•

Update regarding mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policies (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, 14 Oct
2021)

•

HIPAA considerations for covered entity employers seeking employee proof of COVID-19
vaccination (Dickenson Wright, 13 Oct 2021)
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•

New federal agency guidance on vaccine incentives and surcharges: What employers should
know (Shawe Rosenthall, 13 Oct 2021)

•

Handling requests for religious exemptions from mandatory vaccination policies (Akerman, 13 Oct
2021)

•

CDC announces vaccines acceptable for US travel (Mayer Brown, 11 Oct 2021)

•

Practical strategies for manufacturers managing COVID-19 testing, vaccine mandates (Jackson
Lewis, 11 Oct 2021)

•

Handling medical and religious exemptions to the COVID-19 vaccines: Employers need to know
the difference (Ice Miller, 6 Oct 2021)

•

Agencies issue COVID-19 vaccine incentive guidance (Stinson LLP, 5 Oct 2021)

•

Breaking down the new COVID-19 safety protocol guidance for federal contractors and
subcontractors (Mintz, 1 Oct 2021)

•

Court finds elevated risk of COVID-19 complications is Not a covered disability under federal law
(Venable, 30 Sep 2021)

•

Task force announces details of federal contractor vaccine mandate (Hogan Lovells, 27 Sep 2021)

•

The pandemic prompts more companies to offer paid sick time and leave — but millions of workers
still don’t get it (subscription required) (The Wall Street Journal, 27 Sep 2021)

•

US government issues vaccine mandate guidance for federal contractors & subcontractors
(Morgan Lewis, 27 Sep 2021)

•

COVID-19 workplace safety: Guidance for federal contractors and subcontractors (Safer Federal
Workforce Task Force, 24 Sep 2021)

•

Recapture of excess employment tax credits under the American Relief Plan Act (IRS, 10 Sep
2021)

•

Mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations are coming (Brouse McDowell, 10 Sep 2021)

•

President Biden and OSHA to require vaccine mandate or weekly testing for employers with 100+
employees (Sheppard Mullin, 10 Sep 2021)

•

Executive order on ensuring adequate COVID safety protocols for federal contractors (The White
House, 9 Sep 2021)

•

Executive order on requiring coronavirus disease 2019 vaccination for federal employees (The
White House, 9 Sep 2021)
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•

Employers need to start preparing for vaccine mandates now (Mercer, 9 Sep 2021)

•

Helping parents ‛back to school’ with ‛return to worksite’ (Mercer, 9 Sep 2021)

•

White House announces vaccine mandates for employees of large private employers, federal
contractors and most healthcare employers (Littler, 9 Sep 2021)

•

Coming soon: Employers required to ensure employees are vaccinated or regularly tested —
President Biden’s sweeping COVID-19 action plan: What employers need to know (Squire Patton
Boggs, 9 Sep 2021)

•

Gen Z are the most uncomfortable returning to the office (Fortune, 7 Sep 2021)

•

Union lacks standing to bring COVID lawsuit on behalf of its members (Foley & Lardner, 7 Sep
2021)

•

Should you consider offering cheaper health plan coverage in 2022 for vaccinated employees?
(Health Law Rx, 31 Aug 2021)

•

Employers considering higher health plan premiums for unvaccinated employees (Haynes and
Boone, 2 Sep 2021)

•

Employers and employees hit by tax issues for remote work out of state (Accounting Today, 30
Aug 2021)

•

More companies weigh penalizing employees without COVID-19 vaccinations (subscription
required) (The Wall Street Journal, 26 Aug 2021)

•

COVID-19 Vaccine Employer Survey Report: Delta variant update (Littler, 23 Aug 2021)

•

Final FDA approval of Pfizer vaccine clears a path for employers to mandate vaccines (Sidley, 23
Aug 2021)

•

Vaccine incentives, surcharges and mandates, oh my! (Mercer, 19 Aug 2021)

•

New guidance for employer on ‘long COVID’ as a disability (Nelson Mullins, 13 Aug 2021)

•

Handling requests for religious exemptions from mandatory vaccination policies (Akerman, 13 Oct
2021)

•

IRS Q&As explain ARPA’s COBRA premium subsidy program (Mercer, 9 Aug 2021)

•

Green card applicants now can apply for SSN, replacement social security card via Form I-485
(Mayer Brown, 9 Aug 2021)
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•

IRS updates FAQs to include leave to accompany someone to a COVID-19 vaccination or to care
for someone for COVID-19 vaccination-related illnesses (Jackson Lewis, 6 Aug 2021)

•

Wells Fargo and BlackRock delay return-to-office plans (subscription required) (Financial Times, 5
Aug 2021)

•

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention releases new guidance for fully vaccinated individuals
as COVID-19 rates continue to climb nationwide (Reed Smith, 3 Aug 2021)

•

Federal tax credits now available when certain employees use emergency paid leave to help
others obtain or recover from COVID-19 vaccine (Littler, 3 Aug 2021)

•

The economics of postpandemic work patterns (Deloitte, July 2021)

•

A global guided tour for US multinational employers: Top takeaways for your company to action
now checklist (Baker McKenzie, July 2021)

•

What the COVID recovery tells us about essential jobs (The Good Jobs Institute, July 2021)

•

OSHA revises its National Emphasis Program (Shawe Rosenthal, 30 Jul 2021)

•

EEOC updates vaccine program guidance once again (Hall Benefits Law, 28 Jul 2021)

•

Refresh! The CDC revisits COVID-19 restrictions for fully vaccinated individuals (Littler, 28 Jul
2021)

•

Treatment of amounts paid to Section 170(c) organizations under employer leave-based donation
programs to aid victims of the COVID-19 pandemic (Dickenson & Wright, 28 Jul 2021)

•

AFL-CIO union federation supports vaccine mandates for workers (Huff Post, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Mask on? Mask off? Mask on? What employers need to know about the new CDC guidance
(Jackson Lewis, 27 Jul 2021)

•

Fact Sheet: Biden-Harris administration marks anniversary of Americans with Disabilities Act and
announces resources to support individuals with long COVID (White House, 26 Jul 2021)

•

Guidance on ‛long COVID’ as a disability under the ADA, Section 504 and Section 1557 (Health
and Human Services, 26 Jul 2021)

•

OSHA maintains COVID-19 safety pressure on healthcare employers (McDermott Will & Emery,
14 Jul 2021)

•

More employers are contesting COVID-related OSHA citations (Hall Benefits Law, 14 Jul 2021)
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•

Delta variant widens gulf between ‛two Americas’: Vaccinated and unvaccinated (New York Times,
13 Jul 2021)

•

Workers with long COVID-19: You may be entitled to workplace accommodations (DOL, 6 Jul
2021)

•

Mailchimp’s burnout strategy? Collective PTO, summer hours (HR Executive, 1 Jul 2021)

•

Notice 2021-42: Treatment of amounts paid to Section 170(c) organizations under employer leavebased donation programs to aid victims of the COVID-19 pandemic (IRS, 30 Jun 2021)

•

Lawsuits over employers’ mandatory COVID vaccination policies begin to emerge (Keller &
Heckman, 29 Jun 2021)

•

Key labor considerations for return-to-office plans (Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, 28
Jun 2021)

•

Extending the flex: I-9 rule on remote employees allowed to continue (Bradley, 24 Jun 2021)

•

Employers’ guide to the religious exemption for the COVID-19 vaccine (Venable, 24 Jun 2021)

•

IRS Q&As explain ARPA’s COBRA premium subsidy program (Mercer, 16 Jun 2021)

•

Exercise caution with COVID-19 vaccine incentives to avoid running afoul of gambling laws (Littler,
15 Jun 2021)

•

Tax credits available for employers granting paid leave related to COVID-19 vaccinations
(Dickenson Wright, 11 Jun 2021)

•

EEOC’s updated guidance on COVID-19 vaccines in the workplace impacts employer approaches
for compliance with CDC guidance and state and local requirements (Duane Morris LLP, 10 Jun
2021)

•

Emergency temporary standard: COVID-19 healthcare ETS (OSHA, 10 Jun 2021)

•

Why SAP is embracing flexible work for its 10k employees (HR Executive, 3 Jun 2021)

•

Key takeaways from the EEOC’s updated guidance regarding COVID-19 vaccinations, incentives
(Littler, 1 Jun 2021)

•

Putting Medicare spending for COVID-19 into perspective (ACP Journals, 1 Jun 2021)

•

EEOC updates its guidance on vaccine mandates, incentives, confidentiality (Jackson Lewis, 28
May 2021)

•

EEOC issues additional guidance on COVID-19 vaccines (Proskauer, 28 May 2021)
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•

Printer jam: Employee sues over COVID-19 expenses and wage violations (Barnes & Thornburg,
28 May 2021)

•

Addressing mental health in the workplace (Ford Harrison, 26 May 2021)

•

Employers do not need to record adverse COVID-19 vaccine reactions on their OSHA form 300
log (Seyfarth, 25 May 2021)

•

A time for kindness: Supporting employee mental health in the era of COVID-19 (Seyfarth, 24 May
2021)

•

Rehiring after COVID-19 cutbacks: Unique legal challenges and priority considerations (Nelson
Mullins, 23 May 2021)

•

CDC vaccination guidance does not supersede state and local workplace regulations (Mintz, 14
May 2021)

•

Train workers’ COVID bonus offer turns out to be a phishing test (The New York Times, 13 May
2021)

•

US employer checklist: Reopening strategies and return-to-work policies after COVID-19
pandemic (KL Gates, 12 May 2021)

•

COVID-19’s impact on Asian American workers: Six key insights (McKinsey, 6 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 resource guide for human resource professionals: Employers must notify workers about
new COBRA continuation coverage rights by May 31 (Troutman Pepper, 6 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 Jones Act lawsuit leaves maritime employer liability unclear (Lewis Brisbois, April 2021)

•

OSHA adds COVID to National Emphasis Plan (DLA Piper, 28 Apr 2021)

•

Essential COVID-19 tips for those essentially essential: DOL launches new wage and hour
program for essential workers (Bradley, 28 Apr 2021)

•

Returning to work: Key issues for employers (DLA Piper, 27 Apr 2021)

•

Employers are contesting OSHA’s COVID-19 citations (Jackson Lewis, 27 Apr 2021)

•

OSHA adds a new consideration for employers related to adverse reactions to vaccines (Cozen
O’Connor, 26 Apr 2021)

•

Understanding time off from work obligations for COVID-19 vaccinations (Jackson Lewis, 26 Apr
2021)
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•

Details released on employer tax credits for COVID-19 vaccination-related employee paid leave
(Reed Smith, 22 Apr 2021)

•

Small employers may receive a tax credit for paid vaccination leave (Shawe Rosenthal, 21 Apr
2021)

•

Biden calls on employers to provide paid time off for vaccination (Littler, 21 Apr 2021)

•

Department of Labor releases model COBRA subsidy notices and forms (Mercer, 20 Apr 2021)

•

States prolong COVID-19 liability shields as pandemic persists (Bloomberg Law, 20 Apr 2021)

•

Goodbye COVID-19 priority phases and tiers, hello battles with vaccine passports! (Ogletree
Deakins, 15 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination: Setting up on-site programs (Jackson Lewis, 14 Apr 2021)

•

New legislation enhances tax credits for businesses affected by COVID-19 (Venable, 13 Apr 2021)

•

IRS Notice 2021-24: Relief from penalty for failure to deposit employment taxes (IRS, 13 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccination: Setting up an on-site program (Benefits Law Advisor, 13 Apr 2021)

•

Vaccination discrimination: A new shot at employer liability (Venable, 12 Apr 2021)

•

Don’t relax — COVID-19-related changes are NOT slowing down (Foley & Lardner, 12 Apr 2021)

•

Targeted health and safety inspections for COVID-19 risks begin in the US (Ius Laboris, 12 Apr
2021)

•

Recent updates to CDC N95 guidance: What employers need to know (Littler, 12 Apr 2021)

•

Employee privacy in the post-pandemic workplace (Venable, 9 Apr 2021)

•

Free COBRA 1 Apr 2021 through 30 Sep 2021; notices released (Masuda Fungi, 8 Apr 2021)

•

Centers for Disease Control issues guidance on workplace vaccination programs (Troutman
Pepper, 7 Apr 2021)

•

DOL publishes FAQ guidance and model notices regarding the COBRA subsidy available under
the American Rescue Plan Act (Ford Harrison, 7 Apr 2021)

•

How virtual onboarding is failing employees (HR Executive, 1 Apr 2021)

•

Private Attorney General’s Act claimant alleges employer failed to pay for COVID-19 time and
expenses (Barnes & Thornburg, 1 Apr 2021)
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•

Coming back (or staying gone) for more: American Rescue Plan Act extends tax credits for
providing COVID-19 leave (Bradley, 1 Apr 2021)

•

Peloton bikes and shopping trips: How firms keep burnt-out workers (subscription required)
(Financial Times, 5 Apr 2021)

•

COVID-19 and employee mental health: What employers can do (Thompson Coburn, 31 Mar
2021)

•

COVID-19 fraud surge: Criminal enforcement of pandemic-related fraud reaches ‛unprecedented
pace,’ DOJ warns (FCA Insider, 31 Mar 2021)

•

Employees don’t get to telework just because they want to… (Shawe Rosenthal, 31 Mar 2021)

•

Managing a remote workforce one year later: Legal lessons learned for companies (Venable, 30
Mar 2021)

•

Tracking federal COVID-19 laws affecting employee benefits, jobs (Mercer, 30 Mar 2021)

•

Early-stage COVID-19 passport considerations for employers (Seyfarth Shaw, 29 Mar 2021)

•

IRS announces PPE is medical expense (Troutman Pepper, 29 Mar 2021)

•

COVID vaccine mandates: What employers need to know (Phelps, 24 Mar 2021)

•

OSHA announces new COVID-19 workplace safety enforcement initiatives (Buchanan Ingersoll &
Rooney, 23 Mar 2021)

•

Employers use COVID as cover for age discrimination (subscription required) (Financial Times, 22
Mar 2021)

•

What the American rescue plan means for employers (Day Pitney, 19 Mar 2021)

•

Department of Labor expands unemployment insurance eligibility to include workers who declined
work due to pandemic safety concerns (Hunton Andrews Kurth, 18 Mar 2021)

•

Vaccine passports: The ticket to our new normal? (Baker McKenzie, 18 Mar 2021)

•

The American recovery plan provides (generous and administratively challenging) COBRA
subsidies (Mintz, 18 Mar 2021)

•

OSHA implements COVID-19 National Emphasis Program (Reinhart, 18 Mar 2021)

•

‛Tele-triaqe’: The COVID-19 crisis’s transformation of emergency care and potential postpandemic opportunities (Proskauer, 17 Mar 2021)
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•

OSHA launches national emphasis program and revises enforcement procedures related to
COVID-19 (Stinson LLP, 15 Mar 2021)

•

COVID-19 policies poll: Hesitation, uncertainties and challenges loom for legal leaders over return
to office (Morrison Foerster, 15 Mar 2021)

•

COBRA changes under the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (Reed Smith, 15 Mar 2021)

•

Employers may now voluntarily provide up to 14 weeks of paid, expanded FFCRA leave and
receive a tax credit (Shawe Rosenthal, 12 Mar 2021)

•

Initial key takeaways from the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (Morgan Lewis, 11 Mar 2021)

•

COBRA care help, dependent care items in COVID-19 bill near enactment (Mercer, 10 Mar 2021)

•

American rescue plan passes (KPMG, 10 Mar 2021)

•

Group health plans and COVID-19 vaccine considerations (Hall Benefits Law, 9 Mar 2021)

•

COVID-19 and border crossings: Considerations and best practices for global constructors and
suppliers who cross United States, Canadian, and European borders (Troutman Pepper, 9 Mar
2021)

•

Agencies issue new FAQs on COVID-19 testing, vaccines (Mercer, 9 Mar 2021)

•

DOL clarifies deadline relief for retirement plans and participants (Mercer, 8 Mar 2021)

•

Disinfecting workplaces for COVID-19: Environmental and occupational legal issues — Five best
practices (Sidley, 5 Mar 2021)

•

Deadline relief continues for health plans and participants (Mercer, 4 Mar 2021)

•

Odds increase on OSHA issuing COVID-19 emergency temporary standards (OSHA Chronicle, 3
Mar 2021)

•

House set to move pension funding relief, multiemployer reforms (Mercer, 3 Mar 2021)

•

New guidance from DOL regarding the suspension of certain benefit plan deadlines due to COVID19 (Akerman, 26 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19 deadline extensions — No more time outs but no single deadline either! (Jackson
Lewis, 26 Feb 2021)

•

Tri-agencies clarify outbreak period relief due to COVID-19 (Winston & Strawn, 26 Feb 2021)
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•

IRS clarifies flexible spending relief in Consolidated Appropriations Act, provides more flexibility for
cafeteria plan elections (Mercer, 25 Feb 2021)

•

The shot heard around the world: The impact of the COVID-19 vaccine in the US workplace
(Womble Bond Dickenson, 22 Feb 2021)

•

COVID audits and investigations: The enforcers (Blank Rome, 22 Feb 2021)

•

New OSHA guidance on mitigating and preventing the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace
(Dickinson Wright, 22 Feb 2021)

•

EEOC provides guidance on COVID-19 guidance (HBL, 18 Feb 2021)

•

Breaking down the ‛outbreak period’ extensions: The clock may begin ticking soon for important
deadlines suspended due to COVID-19 (Groom Law Group, 17 Feb 2021)

•

COVID-19: Are your workplace safety compliance programs medium-rare or well-done? (KL
Gates, 17 Feb 2021)

•

What is the role of business in promoting COVID-19 vaccines? (Triple Pundit, 15 Feb 2021)

•

More movement toward digital COVID vaccination records (Jackson Lewis, 9 Feb 2021)

•

The impact of the new OSHA guidance on other employment policies and practices (Butler Snow,
4 Feb 2021)

•

Department of Labor issues workplace guidance on coronavirus (Michael Best, 29 Jan 2021)

•

Protecting workers: Guidance on mitigating and preventing the spread of COVID-19 in the
workplace (Department of Labor, 29 Jan 2021)

•

Centers for Disease Control expands guidance on informed consent to support workplace SARSCoV-2 testing (Jackson Lewis, 28 Jan 2021)

•

President Biden signs executive order extending workplace protections against COVID-19 (Squire
Patton Boggs, 25 Jan 2021)

•

The productivity puzzle of working remotely (Brink, 24 Jan 2021)

•

Flying from the glass cliff — leadership opportunities for women in times of COVID-19 (Winston &
Strawn, 22 Jan 2021)

•

A COVID-19 vaccine communication toolkit for employers of essential workers (Fisher Broyles, 22
Jan 2021)
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•

COVID-19: OSHA workplace safety guidance and forthcoming rules and enforcement (Wilmer
Hale, 22 Jan 2021)

•

Expense reimbursements in the era of remote working (Seyfarth Shaw, 21 Jan 2021)

•

Minimizing the legal risk of telework accommodations (Hall Benefits Law, 19 Jan 2021)

•

Want to know if your employees received the COVID-19 vaccine? Some best practices to consider
(Jackson Lewis, 17 Jan 2021)

•

COVID-19 pandemic creates unique hiring concerns for remote employees (Cozen O’Connor, 14
Jan 2021)

•

The WARN Act and COVID-19 litigation: Early signs (JD Supra, 13 Jan 2021)

•

Department of Labor issues guidance on virtual posters (Vorys, 8 Jan 2021)

•

Virus aid bill offers help for retirement plans, student loans (Mercer, 6 Jan 2021)

•

Potential NLRA impacts of a mandatory COVID-19 vaccination (Barnes & Thornburg, 5 Jan 2021)

State guidance (in alphabetical order)
•

Do you need to wear a mask indoors where you live? Check this map (NPR, 3 Jan 2022)

•

Bouncing back (and forth): Statewide reopening and mitigation steps (Littler, 30 Dec 2021)

•

Mandatory employee vaccines — coming to a state near you? (Littler, 30 Dec 2021)

•

Facing your face mask duties — a list of statewide orders (Littler, 30 Dec 2021)

•

COVID-19 labor & employment litigation tracker (Littler, 30 Dec 2021)

•

Will some state plans defy OSHA’s COVID-19 vaccination, testing emergency temporary
standard? (Jackson Lewis, 13 Dec 2021)

•

This won’t hurt a bit: Employee temperature and health screenings — A list of statewide orders
(Littler, 10 Dec 2021)

•

US shelter-in-place, reopening tracker (Baker McKenzie, 8 Dec 2021)

•

CMS vaccine mandate rule blocked in 10 states (including Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska)
(Spencer Fane, 29 Nov 2021)

•

Additional pushback from certain states on governmental and private employer vaccine mandates
(Littler Mendelson, 22 Nov 2021)
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•

Some states push back on governmental and private employer vaccine mandates (Littler, 18 Nov
2021)

•

States, cities tackle COVID-19 paid leave (Mercer, 5 Nov 2021)

•

Propelled by COVID-19, state governments attempt to keep up with telemedicine innovation and
digital health platforms (Proskauer, 21 Apr 2021)

•

Telehealth update: States move to permanently expand access to telehealth (Mintz, 30 Mar 2021)

•

Lawsuit vaccines: More states enact COVID-19 immunity laws for businesses (VORYS, 10 Mar
2021)

•

As states reopen employers face hard choices on how to manage workplace safety (OSHA Law
Blog, 9 Mar 2021)

•

Update: Increased telecommuting raises state tax issues (Day & Pitney, 11 Jan 2021)

•

Alabama joins pushback on vaccine mandates (Littler, 8 Nov 2021)

•

Arizona COVID-19 update: Pandemic liability shield legislation awaits governor’s signature
(Ogletree Deakins, 2 Apr 2021)

•

Arizona and many other states to begin legislative process to protect employees against
discrimination based on COVID-19 vaccine choices (Squire Patton Boggs, 23 May 2021)

•

California: LA County adopts high-quality mask requirement for select employees working indoors
(Morgan Lewis, 7 Jan 2022)

•

California employers can let Cal/OSHA know federal OSHA COVID-19 ETS potential workplace
impacts (Cozen O’Connor, 15 Nov 2021)

•

Update on face coverings in California (Jackson Lewis, 4 Nov 2021)

•

California’s COVID-19 employer reporting requirements revised (Jackson Lewis, 6 Oct 2021)

•

California guidance for COVID-19 vaccination and testing requirements (Jackson Lewis, 17 Sep
2021)

•

California: Back to masks — seven Bay Area counties return indoor (Baker McKenzie, 18 Aug
2021)

•

California and Washington issue vaccine mandates — frontrunners in what appears to be a
growing trend (Littler, 12 Aug 2021)

•

Bay Area counties urge vaccinations and mandate face coverings indoors (Littler, 3 Aug 2021)
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•

San Francisco amendment on telework during health order restrictions (City and County of San
Francisco, 19 Jul 2021)

•

Los Angeles County and other California jurisdictions walk back face mask orders (Littler, 19 Jul
2021)

•

California: Update your COVID-19 prevention program (Jackson Lewis, 30 Jun 2021)

•

California provides right to recall to certain employees laid off due to COVID-19 (Troutman Pepper,
22 Jun 2021)

•

Santa Clara County phasing out COVID-19 vaccine status ascertainment, other requirements for
employers (Morgan Lewis, 22 Jun 2021)

•

San Francisco amendment on telework during health order restrictions (city and county of San
Francisco, 19 Jul 2021)

•

The saga is over: California scraps masks and social distance for employees, effective
immediately (Baker McKenzie, 17 Jun 2021)

•

Cal/OSHA releases latest revised proposal for readoption of COVID-19 emergency temporary
standards (Littler, 14 Jun 2021)

•

California Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board receives update on California
Department of Public Health Guidance (Department of Industrial Relations, 9 Jun 2021)

•

Sonoma County, California extends and retroactively expands emergency paid sick leave
ordinance (Littler, 9 Jun 2021)

•

Cal/OSHA advances revised proposal to readopt COVID-19 Emergency Temporary Standards
(Littler, 9 Jun 2021)

•

California: Santa Clara county issues new publish health order mandating employers to track the
COVID-19 vaccination status of all personnel by 1 Jun 2021 (Hopkins Carley, 1 Jun 2021)

•

California’s COVID-19 workplace safety standard may be revised on short notice (Jenner & Block,
26 May 2021)

•

California will move beyond the blueprint for a safer economy, effective June 15, 2021 (Morgan
Lewis, 24 May 2021)

•

Santa Clara County requires employers to ascertain vaccination status of personnel (Morgan
Lewis, 22 May 2021)

•

A harbinger of things to come for employers? New Santa Clara County order requires employers
to quickly determine if employees are vaccinated (Baker McKenzie, 21 May 2021)
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•

California mandates rehiring laid-off employees for certain private sector employers (Duane Morris,
10 May 2021)

•

California public health department does away with quarantine for fully vaccinated and
asymptomatic workers (Ogletree Deakins, 4 May 2021)

•

California Department of Fair Employment and Housing’s guidance on workplace vaccination
policies (Mayer Brown, 30 Apr 2020)

•

California court affirms Private Attorneys General Act (PAGA) claims based on Cal/OSHA
violations: Are further PAGA-Cal/OSHA actions to come? (Ogletree Deakins, 28 Apr 2021)

•

California establishes statewide right to recall for COVID-related layoffs limited to certain industries
(Baker & McKenzie, 27 Apr 2021)

•

California enacts law requiring certain employers to offer open positions to laid off employees in
the travel and hospitality industries (Sheppard Mullin, 27 Apr 2021)

•

Businesses in California must rehire employees laid off during the pandemic: The new rules
explained (Ius Laboris, 23 Apr 2021)

•

California establishes immediate right of recall for COVID-related layoffs (Holland & Knight, 22 Apr
2021)

•

California (San Francisco): Waiving employer requirements to report on 2020 compliance with
Health Care Security Ordinance and Fair Chance Ordinance (City and County of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors, 20 Apr 2021)

•

California requires employers to compensate employees for time spent obtaining a COVID-19 test
or vaccination (Baker McKenzie, 1 Apr 2021)

•

California: One more for good measure: Another round of mandatory vaccination guidelines
(Proskauer, 30 Mar 2021)

•

California covered employees get up to 80 hours of COVID-19 supplemental paid sick leave in
new senate bill (Baker Hostetler, 25 Mar 2021)

•

California’s Labor Commissioner issues required poster and FAQ regarding new COVID-19
supplemental paid leave (Jackson Lewis, 23 Mar 2021)

•

California extends COVID-19 supplement paid sick leave and includes vaccinations (K&L Gates,
22 Mar 2021)

•

The California Department of Fair Employment and Housing blesses employers’ use of mandatory
vaccination policies (Reed Smith, 19 Mar 2021)
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•

You get a shot, and you get a shot! California paves the way for mandatory vaccination policies
(Proskauer, 18 Mar 2021)

•

California updates wage and hour FAQs include COVID-19 vaccinations (Ogletree Deakins, 16
Mar 2021)

•

California jurisdictions extend or reissue COVID-19 emergency paid sick leave ordinances (K&L
Gates, 9 Mar 2021)

•

Cal OSHA offers additional guidance for its COVID-19 emergency temporary standards testing
sites and scope of coverage (Jackson Lewis 1 Mar 2021)

•

The spread of Hero Pay continues (Jackson Lewis, 1 Mar 2021)

•

California employers may be required to subsidize backup childcare (Proskauer, 25 Feb 2021)

•

State of California releases new employer portal to assist with COVID-19 compliance (Jackson
Lewis, 23 Feb 2021)

•

Cal/OSHA COVID-19-related citations may provide leverage to labor unions and their members
(Ogletree Deakins, 18 Feb 2021)

•

2021 California COVID guide: What to do if employees test positive for COVID-19 (Davis Wright
Tremaine LLP, 17 Feb 2021)

•

California: Emergency paid sick leave changes in Sonoma county, San Francisco and the city of
Los Angeles (Littler, 12 Feb 2021)

•

Los Angeles County imposes retroactive COVID-19 paid sick leave (Seyfarth Shaw, 28 Jan 2021)

•

While federal and California state COVID-19 sick leave has expired, some California localities
continue to maintain local COVID-19 sick leave requirements (Hunton Andrews Kurth, 20 Jan
2021)

•

Cal/OSHA provides new guidance for California employers to comply with COVID-19 emergency
temporary standards (Sheppard Mullin, 19 Jan 2021)

•

DC announces end to indoor mask mandate (Proskauer, 18 Nov 2021)

•

DC Council unanimously adopts paid leave for DC employees getting COVID-19 vaccines
(Jackson Lewis, 16 Nov 2021)

•

The District of Columbia mandates vaccines for D.C. employees, interns, contractors and grantees
(Littler Mendelson, 11 Aug 2021)
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•

District of Columbia: COVID-19 leave during public health emergency poster (Government,
updated 8 Jun 2021)

•

District of Columbia creates rights for workers displaced by COVID-19 or affected by certain
business changes (McGuire Woods, 25 Jan 2021)

•

Florida issues emergency rule and FAQs on its vaccine mandate law (Littler, 13 Dec 2021)

•

Florida legislature passes new COVID-19 workplace laws (Jackson Lewis, 19 Nov 2021)

•

Florida governor signs COVID-19 liability shield (Lewis Brisbois, 20 Apr 2021)

•

Florida legislature imposes high standard for claims against businesses (Littler, 31 Mar 2021)

•

Georgia prohibits state-implemented COVID-19 vaccine passport programs and restricts
disclosure of individuals’ vaccination status (Littler, 1 Jun 2021)

•

New year, new rules: Chicago will require proof of vaccination to enter most public establishments
as of 3 Jan 2022 (Littler, 27 Dec 2021)

•

Illinois Governor gives employers greater authority to impose COVID-19 requirements as a
condition of employment (Littler, 9 Nov 2021)

•

Illinois amended Victim’s Economic Security and Safety Act for greater employee protections
(Jackson Lewis, 25 Aug 2021)

•

Illinois and Chicago implement CDC guidance on mask use for vaccinated individuals (Morgan
Lewis, 20 May 2021)

•

Illinois: City of Chicago passes COVID-19 vaccination ordinance (Proskauer, 26 Apr 2021)

•

Illinois: Chicago City Council passes vaccination time off ordinance (Littler, 22 Apr 2021)

•

Illinois DOL issues COVID-19 vaccine compensation/leave guidance (BCLP, 11 Mar 2021)

•

Iowa strengthens medical and religious exemptions from vaccine policies, permits individuals
discharged for refusing vaccines to qualify for unemployment benefits (Ogletree Deakins, 1 Nov
2021)

•

New Kansas law creates uncertainty and risk for employers complying with federal COVID-19
vaccination requirements (Stinson, 24 Nov 2021)

•

Louisiana: Navigating OSHA ETS uncertainty — What happens next (Hogan Lovells, 10 Nov
2021)
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•

Louisiana and New Orleans lift their mask mandates, except for students subject to opt-out
procedures (Ogletree Deakins, 29 Oct 2021)

•

Louisiana exempts COVID-related benefits from income tax — Act No. 54 (Legislature, June 2021)

•

Maine: An act regarding absence from work for emergency response — HP 93 (Legislature)

•

Maine’s highest court finds Portland hazard pay ordinance constitutional, but not effective until
2022 (Littler, 8 Jul 2021)

•

New Maryland COVID-19 workplace safety law (Proskauer, 11 Jun 2021)

•

Maryland: Employment standards during an emergency, paid leave bill (House Bill 581)
(Legislature, 28 May 2021)

•

Massachusetts: COVID-19 updates and information (Governor’s office)

•

Massachusetts AG released guidance for employers regarding costs of COVID-19 testing and face
masks (Bowditch & Dewey, 17 Dec 2021)

•

Massachusetts extends and expands COVID-19-related emergency paid sick law (Foley Hoag, 5
Oct 2021)

•

Massachusetts extends COVID-19 emergency paid sick leave to April 2022 (Jackson Lewis, 30
Sep 2021)

•

Can Massachusetts employers offer vaccination incentives to employees (Bowditch & Dewey, 6
May 2021)

•

Can Massachusetts employers collective COVID-19 vaccination cards from employees (Bowditch
& Dewey, 5 May 2021)

•

Massachusetts issues updated Paid Family and Medical Leave regulations (K&L Gates, 9 Sep
2020)

•

MIOSHA amends COVID-19 emergency rules as Michigan eases workplace restrictions (Littler, 25
May 2021)

•

Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Administration COVID-19 emergency rules for
employers extended for six months (Foster Swift, 14 Apr 2021)

•

Duluth, Minnesota amends paid sick and safe leave ordinance (Littler, 2 Aug 2021)

•

Missouri Governor thumbs nose at federal mandates, but private employers still left wondering
whether and how to comply (Ogletree Deakins, 29 Oct 2021)
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•

Montana releases FAQs on vaccine discrimination law (Littler, 4 Aug 2021)

•

Montana enacts new law making vaccination status a protected class and limiting inquiries into
immunization status (Ogletree Deakins, 14 May 2021)

•

Nebraska: Frequently asked questions about the income tax changes due to the COVID-19
national emergency (Department of Revenue, 2 Jul 2021)

•

Total recall? Key takeaways on the Nevada hospitality and travel workers right to return act (Littler,
24 Jun 2021)

•

Paid leave and coronavirus — Part 30: Paid leave for COVID-19 vaccines and ‛kin care’ come to
Nevada (Seyfarth Shaw, 24 Jun 2021)

•

NJ state contractors required to mandate vaccination or weekly COVID-19 testing (Morgan Lewis,
2 Nov 2021)

•

New Jersey Executive Orders 242 and 243 reduce COVID-19 workplace restrictions (Day Pitney,
28 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 vaccine eligibility is expanding after New Jersey issues employer guidance regarding
mandatory vaccination (Saiber, 14 Apr 2021)

•

New Jersey guidance supports mandatory vaccination policies (Day Pitney, 12 Apr 2021)

•

New Jersey Department of Labor issues guidance on employer-mandated COVID-19 vaccinations
(Peck Law, 29 Mar 2021)

•

New Jersey issues guidance confirming employer can mandate COVID-19 vaccines (Reed Smith,
23 Mar 2021)

•

New guidance on ‘Key to NYC’ private sector COVID-19 vaccine mandate (Morgan Lewis, 17 Dec
2021)

•

New York City adopts COVID vaccination leave for employees’ children (Cullen Dykman, 10 Dec
2021)

•

‛We are not going back’: New York City announces vaccine mandate for private-sector employees
(Littler, 6 Dec 2021)

•

New York City to mandate vaccines for employees at private businesses (New York Times, 6 Dec
2021) (registration required)

•

New York City Council passes paid COVID-19 child vaccination leave (Littler, 3 Dec 2021)
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•

New York confirms that paid leave for COVID-19 vaccination may be used for booster shots (Reed
Smith, 5 Nov 2021)

•

Window is short to meet latest vaccination mandate; NY employers need to consider state law on
paying for testing (Levy Employment Law, 5 Nov 2021)

•

Employer obligations under New York’s HERO Act extended through 15 Dec 2021 (Davis Wright
Tremaine, 3 Nov 2021)

•

NY HERO Act Plans ACTIVATED — Employer action required (Mintz, 27 Sep 2021)

•

New York declares COVID-19 an airborne infectious disease: Triggers safety plan requirements
(Morgan Lewis, 8 Sep 2021)

•

The key to NYC: Only vaccinated employees and patrons are given a free pass (Littler, 4 Aug
2021)

•

DeBlasio urges NYC private employers to require COVID shots (Bloomberg, 23 Jul 2021)

•

Governor Cuomo updates New Yorkers on state’s progress during COVID-19 pandemic
(Governor’s website, 29 Jul 2021)

•

New York: SB 4201: Prohibits public employers from retaliating against employees for absences
related to COVID-19 (New York Senate)

•

New York lifts most COVID-19 requirements, prepares to implement new employer obligations
(Cooley, 24 Jun 2021)

•

New York state lifts mandatory industry specific COVID-19 guidelines upon reaching 70% adult
vaccination goal (Seyfarth Shaw, 16 Jun 2021)

•

Telecommuters assigned to the NY location of their employer but working outside NY due to the
pandemic may be taxed twice (Greenberg Traurig LLP, 10 Jun 2021)

•

Guidance on use of paid sick leave for COVID-19 vaccine recovery time (New York Department of
Labor, May 2021)

•

New York: Governor Cuomo announces new guidance reminding employers that New York’s paid
sick leave covers recovery time from COVID-19 vaccination (Governor, 27 May 2021)

•

NY employers: Note new NY COVID-19 guidance (Akerman, 25 May 2021)

•

New York adopts CDC guidance for fully vaccinated individuals, but questions remain (Littler, 20
May 2021)
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•

New York state bill mandating COVID-19 safety standards in the workplace provides carve-out for
unionized employers (Proskauer, 22 Apr 2021)

•

New York state passes bill to mandate COVID-19 safety standards in the workplace (Proskauer,
21 Apr 2021)

•

New York: All in a day’s work: The employer’s legal guide (Hogan Lovells, 1 Apr 2021)

•

NYSDOL issues guidance regarding New York COVID-19 vaccine leave requirements (Thompson
Hine, 30 Mar 2021)

•

New York enacts vaccine leave law (Ford Harrison, 18 Mar 2021)

•

New York State passes bill granting employees paid time off for COVID-19 vaccinations
(Proskauer, 8 Mar 2021)

•

Updated guidance from New York department of labor on benefits for multiple quarantines under
the NY COVID-19 leave law (Saiber, 2 Mar 2021)

•

New York state department of labor updates guidance on COVID-19 leave law (Mintz, 10 Feb
2021)

•

New York state issues guidance on COVID-19 quarantine leave (Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, 18
Feb 2021)

•

New York department of labor issues guidance on use of COVID-19 sick leave (Greenberg
Traurig, 3 Feb 2021)

•

Latest New York state department of labor guidance significantly expands COVID-19 sick leave
obligations (Epstein Becker Green, 29 Jan 2021)

•

New York state provides supplemental guidance for its paid quarantine leave (Reed Smith, 26 Jan
2021)

•

New York employers may be ‛exposed’ to COVID-19 workers’ compensation claims (Reed Smith,
22 Jan 2021)

•

New Ohio law restricts ability of public schools, colleges to mandate COVID-19 vaccinations
(Jackson Lewis, 23 Jul 2021)

•

Ohio amends health order & outlines process for employers to report work refusals (Kohrman
Jackson Krantz, 22 May 2021)

•

Oregon OSHA anticipates delay in adopting COVID-19 vaccine or test standard (Ogletree
Deakins, 22 Nov 2021)
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•

Oregon issues new rule requiring vaccinations of healthcare workers by mid-October (Jackson
Lewis, 27 Aug 2021)

•

Oregon reinstates mask mandate (Littler, 12 Aug 2021)

•

Oregon issues temporary rule expanding the scope of its paid sick leave law during a public health
emergency (Littler, 29 Jul 2021)

•

Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh expands COVID-19 paid sick leave (Jackson Lewis, 11 Aug 2021)

•

Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh enacts another emergency paid sick leave ordinance (Littler, 30 Jul
2021)

•

Pennsylvania: Emergency paid sick leave returns to Philadelphia (Ogletree Deakins, 3 Apr 2021)

•

Pennsylvania: Philadelphia enacts COVID-19 paid sick leave (Jackson Lewis, 1 Apr 2021)

•

Puerto Rico’s Department of Health issues new quarantine regulations amid COVID-19 rise linked
to Omicron variant (Littler, 30 Dec 2021)

•

Puerto Rico expands mandatory COVID-19 vaccination to private employers with at least 50
employees (Jackson Lewis, 17 Nov 2021)

•

Puerto Rico governor issues new executive order providing for new vaccination mandates (Littler,
15 Nov 2021)

•

Puerto Rico governor issues executive orders requiring COVID-19 vaccinations (Ogletree Deakins,
17 Sep 2021)

•

Puerto Rico governor extends mandatory COVID-19 vaccination to additional private industries
(Jackson Lewis, 23 Aug 2021)

•

Puerto Rico government issues new vaccination requirements for additional business sectors
(Littler, 10 Aug 2021)

•

South Carolina: Withholding requirements for remote workers (Womble Bond Dickinson, 31 Aug
2021)

•

South Carolina governor signs liability shield legislation into law (Ogletree Deakins, 4 May 2021)

•

COVID-19 & Texas law (Texas State law library)

•

Dilemma for Texas employers: Require vaccinations or not (Dykema, 12 Oct 2021)

•

Texas Governor Abbott bars employers and individuals from compelling COVID-19 vaccines
(Littler, 12 Oct 2021)
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•

Texas employers now shielded from most COVID-19 liability (Reed Smith, 15 Jul 2021)

•

Texas enacts new COVID-19 liability protection law (Littler, 17 Jun 2021)

•

Utah enacts law related to COVID-19 vaccination and testing requirements in the workplace
(Littler, 29 Nov 2021)

•

Utah’s new law on employer vaccination policies: What employers need to know (Holland & Hart,
17 Nov 2021)

•

Washington: California and Washington issue vaccine mandates — frontrunners in what appear to
be a growing trend (Littler, 12 Aug 2021)

•

Virginia OSHA issues third iteration of this emergency COVID-19 regulation (Littler, 16 Sep 2021)

•

Virginia become the first state to adopt a permanent COVID-19 standard (Littler, 29 Jan 2021)

•

Virginia is first state to pass permanent standard to address COVID-19 in the workplace (Morgan
Lewis, 29 Jan 2021)

•

Beyond COVID-19: Washington SB 5115 expands workers’ compensation liability and notice
requirements for infectious diseases (Littler, 21 May 2021)

•

Washington passes two new laws to prepare for the next pandemic (Jackson Lewis, 20 May 2021)

•

West Virginia: COVID-19 Jobs Protection Act (Billtrack50)

•

Court rejects challenge to West Virginia private employer’s mandatory COVID-19 vaccine policies
(JD Supra, 15 Nov 2021)

•

West Virginia enacts COVID-19 Jobs Protection Act (Littler, 1 Apr 2021)

•

West Virginia unemployment laws relaxed in response to COVID-19 crisis (Fisher Phillips, 23 Mar
2020)

•

Wisconsin passes COVID-19 civil liability exemption for employers (Jackson Lewis, 26 Feb 2021)

Uruguay
•

Updated travel restrictions imposed due to COVID-19 (KPMG, 2 Sep 2021)

•

Expanded exemption from employer pension contributions for businesses in listed sectors
(Spanish) (Government, 22 Jun 2021)

•

Payment of compulsory bonus for period 1 June to 30 November delayed to 20 Dec 2021
(Spanish) (Government, 10 Jun 2021)
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Vietnam
•

Vietnam employers exempt from unemployment contributions for one year — Resolution 116/NQCP and Resolution 03/2021/UBTVQH15 (Vietnamese) (Government, 24 Sep 2021)

•

Resolution No. 105 affecting foreign labour (KPMG, 5 Oct 2021)

•

Tips for employers on employee vaccinations in Vietnam (Tilleke & Gibbins, 13 Sep 2021)

•

New resolution on supporting businesses during the COVID-19 epidemic (ACSV, 12 Sep 2021)

•

How businesses can survive Vietnam’s prolonged lockdown (Tilleke & Gibbins, 23 Aug 2021)

•

The state’s responsibilities towards employees during the COVID-19 pandemic (Apolat Legal, 18
Aug 2021)

•

Governmental support packages for employers and employees (ACSV, 10 Aug 2021)

•

Policies for supporting employers and employees facing difficulties due to the COVID-19 pandemic
(BLawyers, July 2021)

•

The policies to support employers and employees impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic in
Vietnam (Indochine Counsel, July 2021)

•

How to reopen and maintain factory operation during COVID-19 (Baker McKenzie, 28 Jul 2021)

•

Legal handbook for Covid in Vietnam (ASL, 15 Jul 2021)

•

Decree 44/2021/ND-CP on 31 March 2021, allowing tax deductions for enterprises providing
financial support to COVID-19 epidemic prevention and control activities (Vietnamese)
(Government, 2 Apr 2021)
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